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Setting the Stage for a People's Theatre 

This study sets out to examine the clash between theatre art and politics in 

the period between the two world wars. Using Vsevolod Meyerhold of Russia, 

Bertolt Brecht of Germany, and Hallie Flanagan as Director of the Federal Theatre 

Project in the United States as subjects, the three artist's work and their eventual 

persecution will be investigated. Important for this study are the formal elements 

of production and content of new plays that attracted audiences of the working 

class and unified the majority of spectators to a kind of collective-consciousness. 

The concept of a theatre for social change serves as a framework for the selection 

of productions and plays, while the critical and popular reception of these works 

is used to qualify their actual effectiveness among working class audiences. 

Lastly, the treatment of these artists and the censorship imposed by governing 

bodies will be discussed in order to demonstrate how the United States and the 

Soviet Union were oddly similar in their oppression of the arts, considering that 

both advocated a liberated society. From this, the question will be asked whether 

or not the people's theatre, although an extremely popular and important social 

form, can exist under a system that has a ruling class.
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Beginning with Meyerhold's allegiance to the Bolsheviks in 1918, Chapter 

I will introduce the need for a change in aesthetics and the break from 

Stanislavski's realistic style that would result in the development of the Soviet 

drama and production—experiments with the use of space in the theatre, the 

performer-audience relationship, and constructivism. The change in Soviet art 

policy to Socialist Realism will be introduced as well as the statewide fight 

against Formalism. The party's pressure to end any bourgeois elements in 

theatrical work that began to hinder Meyerhold’s artistry and the criticism 

received due to the new policy, will be addressed in the discussion of the 

director's demise. His final attempt to conform and rehabilitate his name with the 

production One Life in October, 1937, to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the 

October Revolution, preceeded the government's clear objective to slander 

Meyerhold and pave the way for his execution in 1940—only months before the 

United States government pulled funding from the Federal Theatre Project, thus 

ending its life as well.

Following Hallie Flanagan's exposure to the Russian theatre through her 

travel on a Guggenheim fellowship, Chapter II will delve into the development 

of the Living Newspaper section of the Federal Theatre Project in the United
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States. Created in response to the Great Depression to put theatre people back to 

work, the grand scope of the project across the country will be introduced. 

Specific productions that received criticism for having Communist intent will be 

discussed and the similarities in to Meyerhold's "Red Theatre" will be explored. 

Plays that were addressed in the House on Un-American Activities Committee 

(HUAC) hearings, also known as The Dies Committee, will be another focus for 

the study, as these hearings acted as the impetus for Congress to pull funding 

from the project and bring it to a close. Other attacks against the FTP taken from 

newspapers inform the discussion of Flanagan's own testimony before the 

HU AC and censorship in the arts by the government in Chapter IV.

Chapter III will introduce two of Brecht's Lehrstiicke, his learning plays 

that were blatantly political in nature. The Measures Taken and The Mother will be 

discussed as they received criticism from the Communist party of the German 

Democratic Republic after his return to East Germany in 1948, as well as by the 

U.S. government during the HU AC hearings seventeen years after they were 

written. The year the National Socialists came to power and forced Brecht into 

exile also played an important role in the development of his writing and how 

his exile hindered his own theatrical experiments. His early attempts to stage
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works and their failures priced a shift in his writing that took place over the 

many years of his exile. This shift, one that took the content of his plays from 

directly serving the Communist party (as he saw it) to commenting on social 

situations (that may have had communist undertones) will be seen to serve as 

Brecht's own acknowledgment that his and other works can not survive if purely 

didactic and not also created to entertain. This recognition helps understand why 

his work survived (and is highly regarded and studied) while Meyerhold’s and 

Flanagan's came to a less well-known end.

The final chapter of this study will compare the treatment of these three 

artists by their individual home governments (which all opposed one another). 

The clash between art and politics will be seen to reveal an inherent fear by the 

ruling class of the power and influence that the theatre exerts. Portions of the 

HU AC hearing testimony by Brecht and Flanagan will be views alongside the 

Soviet records of Meyerhold's arrest, torture, and eventual execution to 

emphasize the commitment to censorship the governments exhibited. Although 

comparing three artists of the same time period, this thesis will show that 

throughout this period of theatrical history, issues of government censorship
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permeated the art form in a way that prevented the people’s theatre from 

developing to its full potential.

The first half of the twentieth century could arguably have been the most 

exciting time in theatrical history As international industrialization continued to 

affect the socio-economic and political climate across the world, the theatre 

reflected these changes in its trends and experiments. The more scientifically 

based Naturalism shifted toward the more popular form of Realism. As war 

broke out, artists searched for other ways to express themselves and their views 

of society—Expressionism declined and gave way to Dadaist, Surrealist, Futurist, 

and Constructivist experimentation in the arts.

Some of these avant-garde trends were rooted in socialist thought 

expounded by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels and the spread of class- 

consciousness.1 The dismal conditions caused by world war led to the Russian 

Revolution of 1917 and the successful overthrow of the autocratic monarchy. 

Vladimir Lenin, head of the Bolshevik party, became leader of the new regime 

and he although faced plenty of opposition, obtained the power needed to

1J. Ellen Gainor, Stanton B. Gamer, and Martin Puchner, eds., The Norton Anthology of 
Drama, 1st ed, vol. 2: The Nineteenth Century to the Present (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2009), pp. 63-65.
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introduce an order that in his view would do away with the elite and bourgeois

mentality, seen as a plague among the people, and create an international

brotherhood among the proletariat. Aleksandr Bogdanov believed that for

Lenin's ideology to succeed, a new culture surrounding the enlightenment of the

working class needed to be implemented—the Proletkult movement:

At its most utopian the organization promised to break down the barriers 
between the cultured elite and uncultured masses. It offered the 
optimistic message that even the humblest member of society could 
become a cultural creator and help to articulate what the new culture of 
revolutionary Russia was to be.2

Almost instantly, a war-torn theatre culture sprang back to life and proliferated

across the country, spreading the classical repertoire and new plays to the

working class and peasantry that were previously excluded from an upper-class

dominated institution. Not only was theatre the most popular of the arts at this

time, but its power to support the revolution was quickly realized and harnessed

by the party and its supporters. With repressive censorship ending alongside the

fall of the monarchy, a platform for a people's theatre was created and opened the

possibility to play with new forms, mixing both art and activism. The Western

2 Lynn Mally, Culture of the Future: The Proletkult Movement in Revolutionary Russia, Studies 
on the History of Society and Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), p.
124.
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world's artists would soon hear news of these developments and implement 

them into their own work in order to create a socially relevant and effective 

theatre. But as will be seen, censorship and oppression dominated as those in 

power began to fear the influence that a people’s theatre can harness in both 

educating and entertaining the masses.
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I. The Popular Enemy of the State: Meyerhold and The Kremlin

I. A New Order

Less than a year after the October Revolution of 1917, Meyerhold aligned

himself with the Bolsheviks and affirmed his commitment to the new system.

Although the Party’s power had not yet been secured and allegiance could be

considered dangerous in the midst of a growing civil war, in August of 1918

Meyerhold proceeded with little caution to make clear that his sympathies and

support lay with the Reds. After being under heavy censorship by the former

regime through most of his career, it was suggested by Alexander Matskin that

the Revolution would artistically liberate the director and his theatre as much as

it would the working class:

No doubt Meyerhold linked his fate with the revolution because he 
expected it to give him greater creative freedom, and there was no harm 
in that. After all, many Russian intellectuals, Pavlov and Stanislavsky 
among them, did just the same. But to Meyerhold . . .  it brought an inner 
freedom as well; it broke the circle of alienation and at one stroke cut all 
the knots that he had struggled for so long to unravel. That was why he 
followed the revolution to the very limit.1

Albeit the fall of the Monarchy did grant greater creative freedom in the arts that

Meyerhold had hoped for, the revolution also served as a platform for Lenin's

1 Edward Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre (Iowa Press: University of Iowa Press,
1995), p. 153.
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Bolshevik party, the new ruling class, to instate fresh restraints, even if those 

weren't immediately realized. In November of 1917 Lenin appointed Anatoly 

Lunacharsky to head the Commissariat of Enlightenment (also known as 

Narkompros), a division of the new government under which all theatre work 

fell.2 For the following twelve years Lunacharsky would be a leading figure in 

supporting Meyerhold and his work, as well as one enforcing censorship.

To celebrate the anniversary of the October Revolution, the Commissar 

commissioned Meyerhold's theatre to stage "the first revolutionary play."3 The 

production of this play, Mystery-Bouffe, written by Vladimir Mayakovsky, marked 

not only the beginning of Meyerhold’s passage into the Soviet theatre, but also 

the relationship with one of his greatest collaborators. The play, spanning six 

acts, is a portrayal of the Clean (the bourgeoisie) and the Unclean (the proletariat) 

escaping to the North Pole as a flood envelops the earth (the socialist revolution). 

In the midst of the action of the first two acts, the Clean convince the Unclean to 

build an ark, give them all of their food, and to follow their command. We

2 Joseph Freeman, Joshua Kunitz, and Louis Lozowick, Voices of October: Art and 
Literature in Soviet Russia (New York: Vanguard Press, 1930), p. 177.

3 Majorie L. Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts, 1974), p. 112.
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quickly see the Unclean becoming wise to this malevolent behavior, leading them 

to a revolt which involves taking control of the ship and overthrowing (or 

throwing overboard) the ruling party. These first two acts are followed by an 

ascent into Hell, Paradise, the Land of Chaos, and finally into the Promised 

Land-the future world after the revolution has successfully rid itself of class 

struggle. On their journey we see the Unclean oppose devils alongside the Clean 

who now reside there, acknowledging that the conditions on earth for the 

working class are far worse than anything that could be found in Hell. On their 

entrance into Paradise we see them rejecting the nature and comfort offered by 

Angels, providing arguments that the promise of an ideological, intangible 

afterlife serves them in no way. The figures of Paradise are, of course, much more 

inviting than those of Hell, but their kindness isn't enough for those on the path 

to the Promised Land. In Act IV, after the Carpenter asks for a chair to rest his 

feet and is told that there are none in Heaven, the Unclean are offered food— 

cloud bread and cloud milk. Once they realize that the 'food' is actually not food 

at all, the following exchange takes place:

METHUSELAH: Did you taste it?
CARPENTER (menacingly): We tasted it, all right!

Don't you have something more material?
METHUSELAH: Should entities purely aerial wallow in wine?
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THE UNCLEAN: Down on earth, people humbly resign 
themselves to death, hoping to see you — 
you swine!
If they only knew what lies ahead.
Or rather, what doesn't.
Down there, paradises like yours are a dime a dozen!4 

The Unclean go on to say that they "never thought [Heaven] would be like this" 

and refer to it as "a rat hole."5 This exchange serves two purposes. In one sense it 

exposes, or comments, that the religious notion of suffering in life while being 

devoted to God will pay off through a plentiful, eternal afterlife, is in fact useless 

to society. This serves the Bolshevik way of thinking that man must make change 

on earth and can no longer live in belief that prayer or subservience to a King 

bestowed by God will be enough. In another sense, and this is trickier for 

Mayakovsky and Meyerhold, it also is a way of stating that intangible ideas 

aren't enough. In other words, impractical intellectualism, unlike physical labor, 

has no place in a proletarian world. This theme of utilitarian practice over pure 

intellectualism is what the Soviet party will come to expect in art (or the 

complete removal of intelligent design), but it acts as a double-edged sword

4 Vladimir Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir Mayakovsky, trans. Guy Daniels 
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1968), p. 109.

5 Ibid.
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because its abstract brilliance also points directly at the two independently 

intellectual individuals who created and produced the work.

From Heaven, the Unclean progress into the land of Chaos where they 

must struggle against with the immediate outcome of the flood (an allusion to 

the revolution and the civil war that followed) by using their own calloused 

hands to revive the machinery that will carry them into the long hoped for 

future. As they reach this Promised Land and see what the revolution has 

produced, their tools return to them so they can join the new order of Soviets and 

contribute to the cause of Socialism.

Before rehearsals could even begin, controversy began to surround the 

play. At that time, many of the theatres in Petrograd were staying away from 

political alignment with the Bolshevik party. This anti-Soviet stance led to the 

boycotting of the production by the bulk of professional actors before the 

production could even get on its feet, leading to many of the parts being played 

by students and Mayakovsky himself.6 The Bolshevik party also began to worry 

over the attention being drawn from its support of the leftist avant-garde (known 

generally as the Futurists at this time in Russia), fearing that the content may

6 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 155.
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have been too confusing for the masses to understand. In its defense,

Lunacharsky wrote in Petrograd Pravda:

As a work of literature, it is most original, powerful and beautiful. But 
what it will turn out like in production I don’t yet know. I fear very much 
that the futurist artists have made millions of mistakes . . .  If Mystery- 
Bouffe is staged with all kinds of eccentricities, then whilst its content will 
be repugnant to the old world, its form will remain incomprehensible to 
the new . . .  But even if the child turns out deformed, it will still be dear to 
us, because it is bom of that same Revolution that we all look upon as our 
own great mother.7

Lunacharsky hit the nail on the head. The first production of Mystery-Bouffe in 

1918 was anything but a success. Between the short amount of time for 

rehearsals, the issues with casting, and the employment of Suprematist painter, 

Kazimir Malevich, to design the scenery and costumes (a collaboration that 

resulted in discord), the production failed to reach spectators and closed after 

three performances. Of the first production, Vladimir Solovyov describes "The 

production had a rather cool reception; to be frank, it didn't get across to the 

audience. The witty satirical passages . . .  which had us doubled up with laughter 

at rehearsals were greeted in performance with stony silence."8

7 Ibid., p. 156.

8 Ibid., p. 158.
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In his study of Meyerhold, Robert Leach goes as far to say that Mystery- 

Bouffe was "the first piece of epic theatre as we understand the term today."9 The 

claim isn't hard to make as Mayakovsky's play paints a picture of the present day 

social situation and urges its protagonists, reflective of the audience, to move 

toward positive change, pointing out incorrect ways of past thinking that led to 

the current state. Although Brecht (inspired by Erwin Piscator) would further 

develop the techniques of the epic theatre in the following decade, Meyerhold's 

experiments at this time with theatre architecture, acting, content of plays, and 

the performer-spectator relationship all served as precursors for the epic. We 

know that for the first production of Mystery-Bouffe that Meyerhold broke the 

conventional theatrical model with an American riding down the auditorium 

aisle on a motorcycle to make his entrance as well as having characters, such as 

the other-worldly devils perform in a clowning style.10 As there was little 

description from the 1918 performances from lack of reporting, the developments 

that are considered 'epic' will be discussed in greater detail in relation to the 1921

9 Robert Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), p. 
154.

10 Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 116.
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production at Meyerhold's newly founded R.S.F.S.R (Russian Soviet Federation 

Socialist Republic) Theatre No. 1.

The importance of Bouffe's first production lies not in its successes or 

failures, but rather in its devotion to the new regime. With Mystery-Bouffe being 

recognized as the first Soviet play, the production of it made Meyerhold the first 

Bolshevik director. This early commitment to Communism and the revolution, a 

commitment that many of his contemporaries didn't share and for which they 

would be by Meyerhold, is something that would be carried throughout his work 

until the end of his life. For many of his contemporaries, political alignment with 

a specific party in the middle of a civil war was a risk they didn't want to take. 

Similarly, in Brecht's Germany, as Hitler and the National Socialists came to 

power, any alignment with the Communist party would likely lead to execution 

—a possibility that Russian artists may have foreseen and chose to avoid until 

power was solidified for a single party. But from early on, Meyerhold seemed to 

believe in the Bolshevik party and committed to it wholly. "He was founding a 

theatre that would be of as much direct assistance to the work of construction 

and the defense of the Soviet State as any other government institution."11 But

11 P. A. Markov, The Soviet Theatre (London: Victor Gollancz Ltd, 1934), p. 67.
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despite his dedication, it'll soon be seen that no matter how far ahead of the 

curve and how popular his work was among the people, Meyerhold would 

constantly be berated by party dignitaries until his death in 1940.

II. The People's Artist

The two years following the first production of Mystery-Bouffe were quite 

challenging ones for the director. In May 1919, due to poor health, Meyerhold 

took a hiatus from his work to recuperate in Crimea. The diagnosis was 

tuberculosis. After only a few months, the Whites, who were still very much at 

war with the Reds, arrested Meyerhold after he was accused by an informer of 

having Bolshevik sympathies.12 Eventually making it out of full custody, he went 

into hiding where he remained until the Reds were successful in recapturing the 

land. This pushed Meyerhold toward full-fledged military support. He began 

participating in military training activities and created amateur drama groups to 

support the Bolsheviks. Hearing of his work, Lunacharsky invited Meyerhold 

back to Moscow to oversee the Soviet Union's Theatre Department. It was then 

that Meyerhold took charge of the official Theatre newspaper, The Theatre Herald, 

and began calling for "redeployment of the manpower and material resources

12 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 159.
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concentrated in the small group of "Academic Theatres." Edward Braun 

identifies these:

This group comprised the Bolshoi, the Maly, the Moscow Art Theatre 
with it First and Second Studios, Tairov's Kamerny Theatre, and the 
Moscow Children's Theatre. These the State considered the worthy 
custodians of Russian theatrical traditions and rewarded them with its 
financial support. They were the true objective of Meyerhold's offensive, 
and his tirades soon resolved into an undisguised assault on what he saw 
as their anachronistic styles and repertoires.13

As stated, these were the theatres held in the highest regard by the State, so these

blatant attacks against them, and subsequently those who ran them, didn't place

Meyerhold in a favorable light amongst many peers. But as Braun also points

out, they were easy targets. "By 1920 the Revolution had left little impression on

the Russian stage and not one Academic Theatre had attempted to present a

Soviet play."14 Meyerhold, already seeing the need to restructure the theatre for

the revolution and now being a leading figure to make it happen, took control of

the Free Theatre Company of Moscow, renaming it the R.S.F.S.R. No. 1. He was

now able to create his first full season of work under the new regime, filled with

the Soviet pieces that the Academic Theatre had failed, or refused, to produce.

13 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 160.

14 Ibid., p. 161.
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The lack of Soviet plays in 1920 left creative challenges for Meyerhold to

stage works that were written prior to the revolution. He was never a purist in

his presentation of a playwright's plays. But now, more than ever, the need to

take artistic liberties in production was made clear. In his inaugural speech to the

company on 31 October 1920, Meyerhold announced that the classics, as they

were written, have no place in the theatre of the revolution, and would need to

be edited and reshaped to fit the needs of people in present day Russia. He states:

The artistic Soviet of the R.S.RS.R. Theatre has compiled a repertoire plan 
which includes The Dawn (Verhaeren), Mystery-Bouffe ( Mayakovsky), 
Hamlet (Shakespeare), Great Catherine (Bernard Shaw), Golden Head 
(Claudel) and Women in Parliament (Aristophanes). But since all this is 
merely literature, let it lie undisturbed in the libraries. We shall need 
scenarios and we shall often utilize even the classics as a basis for our 
theatrical compositions. We shall tackle the task of adaptation without 
fear, fully confident of its necessity. It is possible that we shall adapt texts 
in co-operation with the actors of the company, and it is a great pity that 
they were not able to help Valery Bebutov and me with The Dawn. Joint 
work on texts by the company is envisaged as an integral part of the 
theatre's function. It is possible that such team-work will help us to 
realize the principle of improvisation, about which there is so much talk 
at the moment and which promises to prove most valuable.

The psychological make-up of the actor will need to undergo a 
number of changes. There must be no pauses, no psychology, no 
'authentic emotions' — either on stage or whilst building a role. Here is 
our theatrical programme: plenty of light, plenty of high spirits, plenty of 
grandeur, plenty of infectious enthusiasm, unlaboured creativity, the 
participation of the audience in the corporate creative act of the 
performance. And these are not merely technical requirements — far from 
it. Comrade Kerzhentsev is wrong when he writes in his book The Creative
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Theatre that Vsevolod Meyerhold, in introducing the proscenium stage, is 
concerned purely with the technical reform of the theatre. For me, the 
proscenium is far more than just a technical refinement: it is the first step 
towards the unification of the stage with the auditorium which Comrade 
Kerzhentsev himself dreams of.15

It is important to note that Meyerhold's use of "introducing the proscenium

stage" is in fact referencing his abolition of it. Experiments with ridding the

theatre of it will take place in his first production of the R.S.F.S.R. Theatre No. 1,

but will be much more drastic in his restaging of Mystery-Bouffe. The unification

of the stage and the auditorium also interested Brecht and Flanagan, as will be

seen in stage experiments of their own productions.

Aside from Meyerhold's address to the company once again solidifying 

his intent to serve not only the party, but also the people and their current 

situations, the address also introduces what will eventually become Meyerhold's 

new system of acting, Biomechanics. He hadn't been associated with Stanislavski 

and the Moscow Art Theatre’s style of realistic acting for many years, but this 

was the first indication of developing an actual technique that would be based on 

"the study of reflexes and of the physical qualities of the actor, who should 

possess a well-trained body and at any moment be able to carry out any task

15 Braun, Meyerhold on Theatre, pp. 169-170.
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imposed on him by the producer."16 While speaking to students in 1921 

Meyerhold said, "On stage I can so enter a role that I suffer and cry real tears, but 

if at the same time my means of expression are not equal to my intention then my 

emotions will have no impact. I may sob, even die on stage, but the audience will 

feel nothing if I lack the means of conveying to them what I want."17 In brief, 

Meyerhold's Biomechanics was a technique powered by the belief that the 

physicality of an actor, through honing dynamic, outward movement could 

indicate its character's inner workings and serve the new revolutionary theatre in 

a much greater way than the commonplace psychological realism of the Moscow 

Art Theatre. Meyerhold felt that the body, the stage, and all that is connected 

should be reminiscent of the mechanical functions of machines and those who 

labor around them—everything works in a controlled, rhythmic, organized 

manner (or at least should). These machines and means of production that were 

shaping the industrial revolution, as well as proletarian life, were intrinsically a 

part of the world of workers and soldiers that were his new audience. "What he 

is after is a peculiar rhythm, individual to each character. He composes his

16 Markov, The Soviet Theatre, p. 74.

17 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 176.
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productions along the lines of a symphony, discovering, as it were, the scenic 

music of the revolution."18 His technique wouldn't be completely realized until 

the 1922 production of Fernand Crommelynck's The Magnanimous Cuckold which 

played at the former Sohn Theatre, renamed 'The Actor's Theatre' after the 

R.S.F.S.R. Theatre No. 1 closed on September 6,1921, due to the government 

'implausibly accusing it of overspending'19 — a fate very similar to that the 

Federal Theatre Project would endure almost twenty years later.

Before the liquidation of the R.S.F.S.R Theatre No. 1, Meyerhold was able

to stage two productions. The first was The Dawn written by Belgian symbolist

poet fimile Verhaeren, and the second was a revised version of Mayakovsky's

Mystery-Bouffe. It is with these productions that we find accounts of Meyerhold

experimenting further with transforming the stage and production.

The main aim in direction was to end the division between auditorium 
and stage.. . .  The show took place with the house lights on full. In the 
orchestra pit in front of the stage a chorus was placed which cried out 
phrases of comment on one or another moment of the action.. . .  The 
actors hurled out the words,. . .  there was little motion on stage, only the
characters' long speeches A stage set, soon to be abandoned, was still
used in Dawn but differed radically from the usual. It consisted of non
objective forms (disks, triangles, cubes, etc.); the stage was crosshatched

18 Markov, The Soviet Theatre, p. 73.

19 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 169.
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with cords. These elements of the set were made of genuine materials— 
iron, wood. The designer, V[ladimir] V[ladimirovich] Dmitriev tried not 
to represent a city, but to give a general abstract impression of one. Make
up and wigs were not worn. Dawn was Meyerhold's last production to 
use a curtain. However, the curtain too was nonobjective, brightly 
lighted.20

As Reach said of the first production of Mystery-Bouffe, technical elements of 

what would become the epic theatre can be found in The Dawn. The play 

depicted "the transformation of a capitalist war into an international proletarian 

uprising by the opposing soldiers in the mythical town of Oppidomagne " 21 The 

house lights, the lack of wigs and make-up, and the chorus placed to address the 

audience with commentary on the action would all eventually be incorporated 

into Brecht's quest to create a socially conscious theatre for the people. These 

experiments should sound exciting to those interested in the development of the 

Epic theatre and political theatre in general, but for the Party, these elements led 

to discomfort due to their Futurist nature and the support received from the 

Futurists—a style and group that Lenin himself expressed distrust over.22 

Meyerhold's experiments with stage architecture and the audience-performer

20 Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 117.

21 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 162.

22 Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 125.
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relationship continued with the second production of Mystery-Bouffe. In this

production, the end of the division between auditorium and stage that was

aimed for in The Dawn was successful:

The proscenium was demolished once and for a l l . . .  a broad ramp sloped 
right down to the first row of seats, bearing a huge hemisphere over 
which the cast clambered and which revolved to expose the exit from 
'Hell' . . .  In the final act, which depicted the new electrified promised 
land, the action spilled into the boxes adjacent to the stage, and at the 
conclusion the audience was invited to mingle with the actors onstage.

In this production Meyerhold dispensed finally with the front 
curtain and flown scenery. The theatre was bursting at the seams, unable 
to accommodate the kind of popular spectacle which Meyerhold was 
trying to achieve.23

The convergence between the acting space and the auditorium is one of the 

earliest, if not the first. And although both of these productions received heavy 

criticism from the regime and even the majority of newspapers for their 

experimental, Futurist nature, the performances were a great success among the 

people. Until the end of May 1921, after five months, a total of 154 performances 

of both plays were seen by an estimated 120,000 spectators before the R.S.F.S.R. 

Theatre No. 1 closed just a few months later in September24

23 Richard Stourac and Kathleen McCreery, Theatre as a Weapon: Workers' Theatre in the 
Soviet Union, Germany and Britain, 1917-1934, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1986),
p. 17.

24 Braun, Meyerhold on Theatre, p. 166.
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In the Spring of 1923, the title of 'People's Artist of the Republic' was

awarded to Meyerhold after he had been working as a director for twenty years

and overall twenty-five years in the theatre. Popular success of his productions

continued to grow as it seemed his theatre appealed to the mass audiences more

than his professional contemporaries'. But his continued success would depend

on the selection of his next play.

Meyerhold looked upon Earth Rampant as a production that it was 
necessary to stage. Apart from Mayakovsky, no Soviet dramatist had yet 
written a revolutionary play of any quality, and after the experimental 
ventures of The Magnanimous Cuckold and Tarelkin's Death the Meyerhold 
Theatre (as it was now officially known) urgently needed to confirm its 
reputation with the mass audience as the champion of revolutionary 
drama.25

Earth Rampant, depicting an imperial war and the mutiny of soldiers in an 

imaginary place, was a play adapted by Sergei Tretyakov from a French verse 

drama by Marcel Martinet. For the purpose of this study, the interest in this play 

lies in its dedication. Dedicated ’to the Red Army and the first soldier of the 

RSFSR, Leon Trotsky,’26 Meyerhold’s connection to the man who would later be 

labeled a traitor by Stalin was no doubt a detriment to his career and life.

25 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 192.

26 Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 19.
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Without going too far into the economic history of Soviet Russia, in 1921 as Lenin

developed the New Economic Policy (NEP), many on the left, including Trotsky,

voiced opposition to the plan. This policy and its limiting of financial subsidy to

certain organizations are what partially led to the closure of the R.S.RS.R. Theatre

No. I .27 Trotsky, being a leader of the left, surely must have struck a chord in

Meyerhold for their shared discontent with the current state of affairs. But if just

the dedication itself led to a negative association in the Party's eyes, it was no

doubt even more damning that Trotsky participated in one of the performances.

Yuri Annenkov states:

During one of the acts, happening to glance towards the seat of Trotsky, I 
saw that he was no longer there. I assumed that the production was 
perhaps not to his tastes and that he had to leave the theatre. But after 
two or three minutes Trotsky suddenly appeared on the stage and, in the 
same setting which contained the actors, delivered a short speech 
regarding the fifth anniversary of the founding of the Red Army which fit 
[sic] right in with the action of the play. After thunderous applause the 
action on the stage continued as if without interruption and Trotsky again 
returned to his seat.28

This surely didn't improve Meyerhold's position with the Soviets. In fact, it was

one of many things that sealed his fate as 'Trotskyist elements' and connections

27 Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 18.

28 Ibid., p. 19.
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were used as evidence leading to his execution in 1940.29 But aside from the very 

public connection made to Trotsky, Annenkov's recollection also can be used to 

understand the intense excitement of the audience at some performances and 

should also serve as an indication the kind of surprises that could take place in 

Meyerhold's theatre. As should be evident by this point, there was a strange 

contradiction happening for Meyerhold. On one hand the Party was calling for 

work in the theatre that addressed the people and the Soviet cause—a call that 

was considered answered by Meyerhold more than any other theatre director in 

Russia. On the other hand it seemed as though the more popular success that 

Meyerhold's theatre met, the more the masses praised, celebrated, and even 

identified with the work, the more Meyerhold would fall under fire from Party 

dignitaries. Why was this? Had Meyerhold actually been wrong in his 

understanding of the Soviet drama and his building of a people's theatre? Was all 

of the criticism that claimed his work was beyond the people and not serving the 

revolutionary cause in fact justified? As will be seen by the first hand experience 

of an American visiting Russia in 1927, Hallie Flanagan's account of the 

Meyerhold Theatre is one more testament that the director was in fact creating

29 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 305.
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one of the most vibrant theatrical institutions that was truly Red in nature and 

completely made for the people of the time. Perhaps the leading Soviets 

recognized this as well, along with the power Meyerhold harnessed to teach his 

audience that the revolution had not yet been fully realized. As he progressed 

and continually challenged the restraints placed on his theatre by the censoring 

committee, it can be seen as Mayakovsky produced the last of his works which 

supported communism but criticized the bureaucracy, that Party became more 

determined to push him out of the public sphere.

During her Guggenheim Fellowship, Flanagan began a study of the

artistic trends of the theatre taking place in 1926 to 1927 resulting in the book

Shifting Scenes o f The Modern European Theatre. In her essay, Red Theatre,

Flanagan's firsthand account of Meyerhold's theatre should be enough to make

anyone excited over the institution that this director formed. Even before the

start of the evening's play, The Death and Destruction o f Europe, one can feel the

great sense of the excitement and energy surrounding these productions from

Flanagan's writing:

The crowd pouring night after night into Meierhold's theatre is the most 
alive audience I have seen in any country. It is full blooded, vigorous, 
coarse, rough, careless in dress and manner, laughing, jostling, talking, 
shouting approval or disapproval. Workers, students, artists, soldiers
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surge into the great, bare theatre, take possession of the hard seats, fill the 
wooden boxes (which are literally boxes, not plush and gold bathtubs), 
and pack the galleries, from which they proceed to hang precariously, 
eating caviar sandwiches and exchanging pleasantries with the stage 
hands, who are rolling screens about with a careless efficiency far 
different from the usual last minute scramble before the curtain goes up.
It is impossible to tell where the audience leaves off and drama begins; it 
is difficult to decide whether to watch the boisterous crowd or the free, 
high stage, a stage stripped bare, with a back wall of brick, with trestles 
and ladders and machinery in sight of the audience.30

By comparison, Flanagan describes Stanislavski's Moscow Art Theatre as one

where people "still remove their hats"31—a much more solemn, bourgeois image

being drawn. While Stanislavski was still producing plays that were considered a

part of the pre-revolutionary repertoire and receiving praise from the Party,

Meyerhold was constantly staging works that addressed the social issues of the

present day, those of the people, and he in turn drew more negative criticism

than positive. On the power of Meyerhold's art, Flanagan quotes her Russian

companion during intermission:

You see these people, walking, talking, smoking? Some are factory 
workers, some are Soviet officials, some are students. The girls with the 
red kerchief on their heads belong to the Comsomol, Russia's League of 
Youth. When they came into the theatre an hour ago all of them were

30 Hallie Flanagan, Shifting Scenes of The Modern European Theatre (New York: Coward- 
McCann, Inc., 1928), p. 98.

31 Ibid., 127.
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separate individuals, thinking different things. Now they are only one 
person. They think only what Meierhold wishes them to think. That is 
because he is an artist and can make people feel what he feels. If a man 
has a belief burning him, and the belief comes out in a painting or a play, 
it will burn others, too.32

If this is true, and it likely was considering the incredible popularity of his

theatre among the masses, Meyerhold wielded a very powerful weapon.

Previous to October 1917, theatre had not been very accessible to the working

class and peasantry. It was instead enjoyed mostly by the bourgeoisie and

aristocrats. But a decade later when Flanagan experienced the Russian theatre

"forty to sixty percent of all theatre seats are sold at low rates to the trade unions

and passed on for a nominal price to the workers."33 Even at a loss of income that

his theatre often desperately needed, Meyerhold was making sure that his work

was reaching the audience that he was creating it for. It was as though he

unstoppable in his revolutionary force, continually spreading his values and

ideas to a larger number of people. During the 1920s, although faced with

extreme challenges such as theatre closures, loss of funding, poor auditorium

conditions that led to less audience attendance, and of course the harshest

32 Ibid., 101.

33 Ibid., 114.
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criticisms against his art, Meyerhold persevered and still remained the most 

popular director among the people of Russia. "Whether Meierhold is primarily 

artist or primarily revolutionist remains to be seen. Suppose the Soviet 

demanded a play of Meierhold, revolutionist, of which Meierhold, artist, could 

not approve? The resultant struggle would in itself be drama."34 Flanagan was 

obviously unaware when she wrote this, but that exact struggle was one that 

Meyerhold constantly endured. As will be seen with his productions of 

Mayakovsky's last two plays, Meyerhold refused to differentiate between artist 

and revolutionary—ultimately damning himself in the Party's eyes. "A 

revolutionist who fought in the Red Army, he has proved himself ready to die for 

the principles he is now expressing on the stage."30 Flanagan's remark of was 

spot on, although it was unfortunately Meyerhold's expression of those 

principles on stage that killed him.

III. Mayakovsky & Meyerhold

In December 1928, ten years since Meyerhold had first staged a 

Mayakovsky play, the playwright returned to the director with a new piece that

34 Flanagan, Shifting Scenes of The Modern European Theatre, p. 113.

35 Ibid, 112.
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Meyerhold had been waiting for anxiously. The Bedbug: A Fantastic Comedy in

Nine Acts, tells the story of Prisypkin, played by Igor Ilinsky, a former worker

and member of the proletariat who is set to marry Elzevira Renaissance, a

manicurist and cashier of a beauty parlor. The union is one of convenience more

than one of love as it elevates Prisypkin to the middle class as well as brings a

union card into the Renaissance family—a desirable dowry for both. The

wedding results in a fire that kills all aside from Prisypkin who is frozen by the

water used to quash the flames. Fifty years into the future, scientific

developments have made way to unfreeze the character, along with a bedbug

that has survived with him. Prisypkin is unable to adjust to the changes in this

future society and is recognized as a relic of the past who should reside in a zoo

as nourishment for the also extinct bug. In a lengthy speech by the zoo director in

the last scene, a comparison of the two species is made in order to display

Mayakovsky’s major point in the play:

There are two parasites, differing in size but the same in essence: the 
famous Bedbugus normalis and — and the Philistinus vulgaris. Both have 
their habitat in the moldy mattresses of time. Bedbugus normalis, when it 
has guzzled and gorged on the body of a single human being, falls under 
the bed. Philistinus vulgaris, when it has guzzled and gorged on the body 
of all mankind, falls on top of the bed. That's the only difference!

When the toiling humanity of the Revolution was writhing and 
scratching itself, scraping away the filth, these parasites built their nests
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and homes in that same filth, beat their wives, swore by false gods, and 
took their blissful ease in the shady tents of their own riding breeches. But 
of the two types, Philistinus vulgaris is the more frightful. He lured his 
victims with monstrous mimetic powers, sometimes in the guise of a 
chirruping rhymester, sometimes as crooning songbird. In those days 
even their clothes were mimetic: in their wing-ties, swallow-tailed coats, 
and starched white breasts, they looked just like birds. These birds built 
nests in box seats at the theaters; perched on oaks at the opera; rubbed 
their legs together in the ballet, to the strains of the "Internationale"; hung 
head down from the twigs of their verses; made Tolstoy look like Marx; 
complained and shrieked in disgustingly large flocks; and — please 
forgive the expression, but this lecture is scientific — excreted in 
quantities which could not be considered mere small bird droppings.36

This admonition of the petit bourgeoisie of 1929 must have been sharply felt and

recognized among the audience as Prisypkin turns out to them and exclaims

"Citizens! My people! My own people! Dear ones! How did you get here? So

many of you! When did they unfreeze you? Why am I alone in the cage? Dear

ones, my people! Come in with me! Why am I suffering? Citizens!"37 Not only

did Mayakovsky associate the audience with Prisypkin and the bourgeoisie

through his writing, but Meyerhold made the connection even stronger through

the use of properties and costumes in the first half of the play that were bought

over the counter in Moscow shops 'in order to demonstrate the pretentious

36 Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir Mayakovsky, p. 193.

37 Ibid, 195.
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ugliness of current fashions.'38 The first scene in the play in which street vendors 

are selling their goods was staged with the actors entering through the audience 

and moving about as though casually moving through streets, scurrying away on 

the arrival of a police officer—a scene that everyone in the audience was likely to 

be familiar with.39 The first half of the play taking place in 1929, consisted of 

realistic sets of the period which were shown in warm lighting, while the second 

act taking place fifty years in the future, had a more futuristic set that fit an 

advanced art deco style and was lit by white and blue lights, giving a more 

institutionalized feeling. The costumes for the second act changed as well, with 

those that were defrosting Prisypkin wearing white suits and glossy white 

helmets.

Ilinsky's portrayal of Prisypkin led to the comedic success of the piece, 

and ultimately the overall reception. A Pravda reviewer states of his performance 

"the image he creates is original and unforgettable. He disturbs the spectators 

and makes them laugh, and holds their intense attention on himself absolutely all

38 Braun, Meyerhold on Theatre, p. 236.

39 Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 157.
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the time till the end."40 But in his description of his process behind building the

character, it turns out the model was based on the play's author:

I began to build Prysipkin's part as a 'monumental' flunkey and boor.
This monumentalism made for a larger scale of that character. Though it 
may seem paradoxical, I adopted for Pry sip kin, even externally... 
Mayakovsky's manner. But to his manner, in itself impeccable, and even 
perfect, I added certain compromising shades: I enlarged the briskness of 
his movements, I imbued the majestically fixed expression on his face 
with dull cretinism, I stood pigeon-toed. The characteristic contours, for 
the moment external, of a pathetically triumphant philistine began to take 
shape. External characteristics then had to be enriched by more and more 
living traits. Decisive convictions turned into self-complacency; self- 
confidence and glibness, into hopeless insolence...41

Between the physical portrayal of the present day society on stage alongside

Prisypkin's recognition of his 'own people', the satire proved extremely relevant.

On the intention of the production and of Mayakovsky's use of a future society,

Meyerhold said:

The main purpose is to castigate the vices of the present day. In projecting 
us forward to 1979, Mayakovsky is forcing us to examine not a world 
transformed, but the very same sickness that is afflicting society today . . ,  
Mayakovsky's aim is to show us that illnesses have deeply rooted causes, 
and take a great deal of time and a vast amount of energy to overcome.42

40 Ibid., 159.

41 Ibid., 159.

42 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 251.
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Meyerhold once again was creating a production for the people, one that 

denounced petty bourgeois culture and instead pushed for the eventual 

utopianism that socialism should lead to. But instead of his past plays that 

express these ideas through a proletarian character that succeeds in overcoming 

antagonists of the middle or aristocratic class, Meyerhold and Mayakovsky focus 

more on criticizing the present day society. Although the play’s criticism was 

relevant, it was a dangerous venture as the Party's expectations of the arts 

became stricter alongside Stalin's rise to power. The production was a huge 

popular success, but as Braun states, "critics were confused: some saw it as an 

inspired vision of advanced technology, some found it a lifeless abstraction, 

whilst some even reached the dangerous conclusion that it was a parody of the 

achievements of socialism."43 Despite this danger, The Bedbug, the first Soviet 

classic44, remains Meyerhold's most frequently revived play 45

Jumping off of the popular success of The Bedbug, Mayakovsky delivered 

his final play to Meyerhold, The Bathhouse, only seven months after the former’s 

opening. The set, designed by Meyerhold and Sergei Vakhtangov, was a

43 Ibid., p. 251.

44 Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 179.

45 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 249
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playground for actors with its multilevel platforms, stairs, and ladders. Leach

points out that the original plans may have made it Meyerhold's most successful

set to date, but that budget constraints kept it from full fruition. The result:

As it was, the time capsule had to be presented as invisible, and when it 
vomitted out the bureaucrats at the end, this had to be done offstage. 
Nevertheless, the set as presented was an exciting 'machine for acting', 
consisting of a series of staircases and platforms, always stretching out in 
a dynamic appearance of upward thrust. Juxtaposed to this were, at one 
time, the light-colored walls of the scientist's laboratory, with the slender 
lines of the diagrams, and at other times the slogans on what look like 
fragile Venetian blinds. They in turn were contradicted by the heavy 
leather armchair, the solid, even sinking, comfort of the the official's 
office, and the chunky figure of the chief bureaucrat himself. The clothes, 
the lighting, the props all contained this three-way interplay so that 
Meyerhold was able to devise some of his most striking groupings.46

The play acted out on this set takes place in 1930 with the inventor Chudakov

building a time machine, one that he believes belongs to all mankind, and shows

his interaction with the bureaucrat Pobedonosikov. Chudakov needs the help of a

government subsidy for the project which the bureaucrat denies, all the while

planning a lavish trip on the Party's dime. A woman from 2030, The

Phosphorescent Woman, played by Zinaida Raikh and appearing in 'gleaming

flying helmet and an alluring close-fitting space suit'47, travels to the present day

46 Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 161.

47 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 258.
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as a head representative of the 'Institute of the Origins of the History of 

Communism' in order to bring citizens into the future and convince them of their 

existence. The citizens, although not specifically named, are ones whose names 

will be remembered in the future for their contribution to society—those workers 

who help build the great socialist future. Pobedonosikov demands to be a 

passenger solely based on his position in the bureaucracy, but it is made clear 

that he is in fact useless and corrupt, leaving no place for him on the ship, nor in 

a harmonious, socialist society. The play closes with a device similar to 

Prisypkin's recognition of the audience at the end of The Bedbug. This time, 

though, Pobedonosikov addresses the audience with, "She, and you, and the 

author—all of you! What have you been trying to say? That people like me aren't 

any use to communism?"48 That is exactly what Mayakovsky was saying with his 

play, and Meyerhold with his production. Instead of attacking the petty 

bourgeoisie as they had in The Bedbug, the critical focus had been shifted toward 

the bureaucracy and those false Marxists that preach socialism, yet never serve it. 

If the main plot of the play wasn't enough to upset the Party, Mayakovsky 

incorporated a Pirandellian device in the third act which could be considered a

48 Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir Mayakovsky, p. 264.
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sort of performed intermission similar to scenes in Pirandello's Tonight We

Improvise. During it, the Director (the character) of the play is confronted by

Pobedonosikov who is now an audience member, bureaucrat and art critic. The

scene parodies much of the criticism that Mayakovsky and Meyerhold had

received in their theatrical careers. Not realizing that the Pobedonosikov being

represented on stage is the same person in the audience, Pobedonosikiv the

spectator criticizes the portrayal of 'dignified party member':

Life isn’t like that Take, for instance, that Pobedonosikov. Whatever
you say, it's unseemly. From all the evidence, he's supposed to be a 
comrade with an important position. Yet he's presented in a bad light, and 
then for some reason he's called "Fedburoco." We don't have officials like 
that. It’s unnatural. Not lifelike. Not the way things are. You'll have to 
rewrite that part — tone it down, poeticize it, soften the contours....49

This statement by the bureaucrat was a criticism that Meyerhold frequently

received. Whether it was the working class, the middle, or the aristocrats,

Meyerhold was constantly told that he was incorrect in the development or

representation of his characters—these criticisms often being made by people in

positions of power or by those working for them, not the masses. Other

statements made by Pobedonosikov that were also often made by critics include

'You must go back to the classics,' and 'Instead of arousing me, you should create

49 Ibid., p. 226.
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pleasant sights and sounds for my eyes and ears.'50 The contradictions that 

Meyerhold fell under in the twelve years of his working relationship with 

Mayakovsky seemed endless. At the start of the revolution he was told to build a 

new, Soviet repertoire. When he introduced the first Soviet play, he was told it 

would be too confusing for the new audience and that he should return to the 

classics. When he returned to the classics with the intent of infusing them with 

the revolutionary spirit, he was accused of desecrating great works of the 

Russian cannon. Mayakovsky and Meyerhold threw light on these contradictions 

and critiques in The Bathhouse, but as the censorial hold over theatrical work was 

growing and the aesthetic standards of Socialist Realism in art were becoming 

more concrete (a true-to-life, positive portrayal of Soviet reality in a style easily 

accessible to the broad masses), they added fuel to the fire with this attack. Once 

again, Meyerhold and Mayakovsky created a piece of work that would expose 

the poison in society that ultimately harms the elevation of the working class. But 

as said before, it was as if the ruling powers realized the effect that this 

exposition could have over the people—the power the art had in making the 

masses question their government. The bureaucracy and critics were frightened

50 Ibid., p. 228.
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and had to fight against the play to save their credibility. They launched an anti- 

Bathhouse campaign against Mayakovsky, Meyerhold, and the production. As a 

result the attendance suffered and the play closed after only two seasons.

On April 14,1930, Mayakovsky shot and killed himself. Although reasons 

given for Mayakovsky's suicide may vary greatly, Meyerhold considered it the 

negative reviews of his work that pushed him toward taking his life. Meyerhold 

recalled, "It was nothing short of a stab in the back of Mayakovsky, the 

revolutionary — both by RAPP and by Termilov, who clearly played the role of a 

modern d'Anth&s to Mayakovsky's Pushkin."51

If the Kremlin had desired to silence artists that spoke against it, it had 

done so successfully, or at the very least helped do so with the barrage of 

criticism against Mayakovsky alongside Meyerhold. Although the director 

would live through the 1930s and face many troubles from Stalin's regime as will 

be discussed in Chapter IV, just short of a decade after Mayakovsky’s suicide, 

Meyerhold would be silenced much as his friend and collaborator was. Unlike 

Mayakovsky, however, Meyerhold would be able to survive the criticism until 

the government took his life into its hands and ended his life by execution in

51 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 259.
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1940 — just one year before the United States government pulled funding from 

the Federal Theatre Project and ended its life. The decade proved to be one where 

it became harder, both psychically and metaphorically, to find life in the people's 

theatre.
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II. A Free, Adult, Uncensored Theatre Silenced;
The Federal Theatre Project and the United States Government

I. The Living Newspaper Hits the Stage

After returning to Vassar from her European travels, Flanagan began to 

experiment with her newly gained knowledge. Her 1931 adaptation of Whittaker 

Chambers' short story, Can You Make Out Their Voices, written with Vassar student 

Margaret Ellen Clifford, drew national recognition to Flanagan. The play, retitled 

Can You Hear Their Voices?, tells the story of an actual event that saw farmers in 

Arkansas storm a Red Cross Station to take food for themselves. The play 

addresses the general plight of farmers at the time of the Dust Bowl and the 

Great Depression, but unlike Chambers' fictionalized ending showing the 

farmers using violent force in a call for a communist revolution, Flanagan 

reverted to the actual event which was non-violent, and subsequently turned the 

final portion into a call against communism. The play, instead of having a direct 

answer, ends with the question "can you—hear their voices"1 and also implicitly 

asks, 'what are you going to do to change the situation?' This sort of open-ended 

finale is one that would appear in later productions of the Living Newspaper as

1 Hallie Flanagan and Margaret Ellen Clifford, "Can You Hear Their Voices?/' in Plays by 
American Women 1930-1960, ed. Judith E. Barlow, n.d., p. 48.
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well. But it was during her time at Vassar that her expertise in this sort of socially 

relevant theatre and the awareness of the potential new audiences it could 

generate drew her old college friend, Harry Hopkins, to appoint Flanagan to the 

position of National Director of the Federal Theatre Project in 1935.2 Can You Hear 

Their Voices? would serve as one of the early models of The Living Newspaper.

The project was originally set up not because the government had any real 

interest in financially supporting the arts or going into show business. Instead, its 

chief purpose was to employ thousands of theatre people on relief rolls and out 

of work due to the Depression years.3 The administrators, of course, also had 

wider goals than just relief. The Project was seen as the pathway to a government 

supported national theatre — an institution that existed in practically all of 

modern Europe. Karen Malpede Taylor points out that this was "enthusiastically 

supported by the Left, which recognized what its nation-wide organization and 

its personnel and economic resources could mean to the foundation of a real 

people's theatre in the US."4 With more than 11,000 theatrically trained men and

2 Anthony J. Badger, The New Deal: The Depression Years, 1933-1940 (New York: The 
Noonday Press, 1989), p. 217.

3 Karen Malpede Taylor, People's Theatre in Amerika, (New York: Drama Book Specialists, 
1972), p. 161.

4 Taylor, People's Theatre in Amerika, p. 145.
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women employed within its first year, the Project and its directors were able to 

imagine the development of the kind of theatre that had never been realized in 

the United States before. Far beyond the ability of smaller, independent theatres, 

the resources available to the FTP could now be used to integrate popular forms 

of entertainment such as vaudeville, melodrama, clowning, music, and even film 

into what Meyerhold's theatre had been producing for over a decade. These 

combined with the techniques that Flanagan had previously witnessed in Russia 

and experimented with while teaching at Vassar could not only entertain the 

masses, but also lead the first nation-wide socially relevant theatre — one 

developed by the people for the people. In the Project's first year Flanagan, along 

with Elmer Rice (director of the New York division) and Morris Watson, would 

develop what would later be considered one of the most influential and allegedly 

dangerous art forms the United States theatre has seen: The Living Newspaper.

From its inception the FTP received criticism from opponents of the WPA 

for the likelihood that government funds would be going to unprofessional and 

unqualified theatre people who would subsequently produce subpar or 

deplorable work. This assumption was not completely unfounded as it was 

inevitable to have less than 100 percent qualified people among the 11,000 that
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needed relief. The first major controversy surrounding the project, however, 

came during the development of the first Living Newspaper, Ethiopia. The play 

attracted negative attention because of its depictions of Haile Selassie and 

Mussolini. Although Flanagan reassured all parties that only factual information 

would be used, without any bias, government representatives— mostly right- 

wing conservatives and members of Congress—felt that these portrayals had 

serious political implications.5 White House Press Secretary, Steve Early, stated 

that "any play dealing with foreign relations was dangerous and the 

impersonation of foreign dignitaries, particularly dangerous."6 The censorship of 

Ethiopia led Rice to his resignation, stating that he would not be the "the servant 

of a government which plays the shabby game of partisan politics at the expense 

of freedom and the principles of democracy."7 People rallied behind him and 

even demanded the refusal of his resignation, but the New York Project lost its 

director. As an overall consequence of Ethiopia, and to avoid having the work 

censored before it reached the stage, the Living Newspaper would now need to

5 Abe Laufe, The Wicked Stage: A History of Theater Censorship and Harassment in the United 
States (New York: F. Ungar Pub. Co, 1978), p. 77.

6 Maria Rose Scaler, "A Study of the Nature of Attacks Towards Federally Subsidized
Theatre Agencies” (Master's thesis, San Francisco State University, 2000) p. 36.

7 Taylor, People's Theatre in Amerika, p. 147.
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focus its content solely on issues of domestic importance. Although people were 

interested in international news as well, this shift in the creation of their work 

marked the beginning of what the administrators of the FTP had originally 

intended for the Project. The first Federally funded theatre in the United States 

was now on its way to becoming a true people's theatre: one that addresses the 

concerns of and acts in the interest of the people, addressing such topics as the 

need for affordable housing, agricultural reform, and public ownership of electric 

power for fairer prices. This theatre, with its innovations in form and style, was 

seen as an entity that could be very dangerous to those who oppose the progress 

it fights for.

In January 1936, The New York Times published an article, "AAA Plowed 

Under," that told of the recent overturn of the AAA farming act by the Supreme 

Court. Two months later the Living Newspaper opened its first edition, Triple-A 

Plowed Under, written by the editorial staff of the project and supervised by 

Arthur Arent. The play was best summarized by Bosley Crowther in The New 

York Times-.

Opening with a scene in which farmers are being implored to raise more 
crops to ’win the war,' the story goes on to show the effects of post-war 
deflation on the farmer and the disparity in the price which the latter 
received for his product and the price which the consumer was forced to
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pay. Passing hurriedly over the temporary 'farmer's holiday,' the rolling 
scenes reveal the steps which the landworkers took to protect themselves 
—the milk strikes, crop burnings and suppressed foreclosures.

Then, with the Federal Government stepping in, the triple-A farm 
program is inaugurated, only to be revealed as a dubious, self-defeating 
device for aiding the oppressed. Tabloid evidence of its effects upon the 
farmer, the consumer and the speculator is presented, followed by a scene 
which the Supreme Court's case against it is placed alongside arguments 
by A1 Smith, Earl Browder and Thomas Jefferson. The story ends with a 
mass scene in which the farmers and workers join in a united front 
against the speculator—substantially the Farmer-Labor party proposed 
by Mr. Browder.8

It should be noted that the play addressed different sides of the arguments, as 

Earl Browder was the head of the United States Communist Party.

The play's twenty episodes, some performed in less than a minute, were 

presented as a one-act and took only forty-five minutes to perform.9 Triple-A is 

undeniably dry on the page, just as a sixty-page news report may be, but thanks 

to its director, Joseph Losey, the play "is theatrically effective... The Living 

Newspaper must be credited with a pretty sensational beat."10 Losey visited 

Moscow the previous year where he met Brecht, Piscator, and composer Hanns

8 Bosley Crowther, "The Living Newspaper Finally Gets Under Way With 'Triple-A 
Plowed Under'—Two One-Act War Plays," The New York Times, March 16,1936. p. 21

9 Bonnie Nelson Schwartz, ed., Voices from the Federal Theatre (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 2003), p. 28.

10 Crowther, "The Living Newspaper Finally Gets Under Way With 'Triple-A Plowed 
Under'—Two One-Act War Plays." p. 21.
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Eisler. During his visit Losey learned of the theories and type of socially- 

conscious political theatre that the two directors had been developing, and had 

begun working on translations of Piscator's work into English.11 He would later 

described the style of direction he used with the Living Newspaper as 

"Brechtian," but what he failed to realize was that the German directors were also 

largely influenced by the techniques being used in Russia by the avant-garde 

leftists in the creation of a people's theatre.12 These techniques and experiments 

that would eventually fall into the classification of Epic Theatre were at the time 

unclaimed by any one authority, but had largely already been employed by 

Meyerhold, who inspired Piscator, Brecht, and Flanagan. In Triple-A Plowed 

Under, the culmination of these artists’ work produced one of the first pieces of 

Epic theatre in the U.S. stage.

Notable innovations for the American stage come in Triple-A with the 

introduction of the 'Voice of Living Newspaper,' the use of projections, and of 

course, the mixture of the newsreel with the stage drama. The 'Voice' was literally 

just that, projected through a loudspeaker. In the first edition of the Living

11 John Fuegi, "Russian 'Epic Theatre' Experiments and the American Stage," Minnesota 
Review, no. Number 1 (Fall 1973): 102-12, p. 108.

12 Ibid.
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Newspaper, the loudspeaker acted merely as a timeline or introductory device 

for scenes and prominent figures, with the occasional relevant news headline or 

event attached to a date. For example, scene eleven opens with the loudspeaker 

introducing "Washington, May 12th, 1933—the AAA becomes the law of the land. 

It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress..." followed two scenes later 

simply by "Chicago, 1934." Unlike the drama of realism, this radio-like element 

gave the piece an ability to jump back and forth between years and locations 

with an ease and swiftness that previously would require much more detail in 

areas such as set design, costumes, and textual indication. This technique, 

already used by the agitprop troops of Russia, was one of many that would 

contribute to Brecht's theory of alienation. Instead of the standard linear 

constructed drama that was so common, the spectator who moved swiftly 

between time and place without the distraction of the usual illusory stage tricks, 

especially with the added emphasis on occurring events, will be forced to think 

about the evolving situation rather than getting lost in emotional sentiment.

Also supporting the separation of the emotional from a critical attitude in 

Triple-A was the way in which characters were constructed. Unlike the 

productions of Meyerhold or plays by Brecht, the Living Newspaper lacked a
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single fictionalized character that had or needed any sort of background. Often, 

they were simply generalized by titles like "consumer," ’’farmer," "wife," and 

many others that changed from one scene to the next. Characters that were actual 

historical figures played a role in these news stories, and they were introduced, 

often by full name and position followed by speeches or statements taken from 

the record; but the writers did not expect the audience to identify with those 

prominent figures. Instead, the spectator, or at least the majority whom the FTP 

desired to reach, would identify with the previously named consumer, farmer, 

wife, etc. By keeping the characters so general, the public, mostly being 

consumers of some sort, could place themselves in the portrayed situation and 

identify with the plight presented by the play. Identification of this kind is 

precisely what makes this kind of theatre so effective, and why bureaucrats fear 

it so. Although Meyerhold's production of The Bathhouse did consist of 

developed, named characters such as Prisypkin and Pobedonosikov, between 

himself and Mayakovsky the drama was still built so that the worker, soldier, 

and the common man could identify themselves as the future hope, leaving the 

unneeded bureaucrats in the past.
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With the element of nonspecific characters that the audience found

familiar and could identify with, the Living Newspaper then finds a conflict

between the elite and the masses. Most often, this resulted in a relationship

between the exploiter and the exploited. In the following example, the bottom-

man is the main focus of suffering, but it is also implied that the middle man has

been affected. In Triple-A scene fourteen is the shortest in the play. Placed at a

restaurant counter that could be in any city or town in the country, the scene in

its entirety:

COUNTERMAN: Whadd’ya want?
CUSTOMER: A bowl o' oatmeal.
COUNTERMAN: Got three cents?
CUSTOMER: Got two cents.
COUNTERMAN: Not a chance. Got to have three cents.
CUSTOMER: It was two cents yesterday.
COUNTERMAN: Sorry, pal, prices went up today.13

The scene points out, as do many others, what is commonly happening as a

result of the farming situation. Prices are going up, and people are struggling to

eat. As a play presented to people who were unlikely to be able to afford theatre

seats before the FTP began, this scene and its customer should be at least

somewhat identifiable. However, identifiable or not, it's the juxtaposition with

13 Staff of Living Newspaper, "Triple-A Plowed Under," in Federal Theatre Plays, ed. 
Pierre De Rohan (New York: Random House, Inc., 1938), p. 32.
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the next scene that is meant to incite anger in anyone even remotely identifiable 

with the consumer. In it, a man and woman dressed in evening clothes sit at the 

table of a Park Avenue restaurant. They order "imported Beluga caviar. Broiled 

royal squab, grilled mushrooms and a bottle of Chateau Yquem, '26.”14 The scene 

follows with the man describing his capital gain from the tax on processing 

wheat into bread, and how he benefits because it's the consumer who pays. It 

closes with him asking the woman if she'd like him to buy her a new car or a 

sable coat. Placing these two scenes next to each other, one depicting poverty 

while the other depicts wealth and greed, would become a common feature of 

the Living Newspaper. Even in the mass spectacle of the final scene, in which 

almost all of the characters are seeing that they all suffer from the same problem 

and need to solve it together, placed separately are the rich man and woman once 

more who state to themselves, "the rugged individualism of our forefathers will 

solve our problem."15 It is this sentiment that the audience should now be able to 

identify as a cause of the problems at hand.

14 Ibid., p. 33.

15 Ibid., p. 55.
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The Project's aim to serve the people by informing them of their position

in current situations, and suggesting ways to make change was met by

opposition. One of the first strong attacks came from Congressman Robert L.

Bacon of New York, calling Triple-A Plowed Under nothing but "pure and

unadulterated politics," and asserting that "the administration was carrying its

'open warfare against the Supreme Court’ to the stage of the WPA theatre in New

York." He goes on to smear the work:

In the melodramatic finale, as presented in the dress rehearsal, the stage 
lights are dimmed impressively and the entire cast chants lugubriously 
the official script of Secretary Wallace which characterized the AAA 
decision as ’the greatest legalized steal’ in all human history. The show 
ends with the figurative nation chanting in the general direction of a 
symbolic Soil Erosion Act, We need you! We need you!' Every agency of 
government now is directed to the presidential campaign and every 
Federal payroller is a militant part of Mr. Farley's gigantic spoils machine. 
A faithful drama would show the Postmaster General chanting to Soil 
Erosion, 'We need you! We need you!' Moreover, the subsidized political 
drama represents the flower of Brain Trust communism in American 
government today. I suggest the time has come for the American people 
to put a stop to the particular New Deal absurdity.16

Representative Bacon clearly misunderstood the multiple expressions of "we

need you" at the end of the play. Rather than a call for some sort of symbolic

legislation, the characters were calling to the people—the audience whom those

16 Special, "Bacon Assails the Play," The New York Times, March 15,1936. p. 27.
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on stage represented. It was a call for a collective unity that would do away with 

the 'rugged individualism’ suggested as a resolution by the wealthy man only a 

few lines earlier (a character that Congressman Bacon should have identified 

with, if he didn't). This acknowledgment of the audience was similar to that in 

both The Bedbug and The Bathhouse, but instead of acting in a critical manner of 

the petit bourgeoisie and bureaucrats in the crowd as it did in Meyerhold's two 

productions, the Living Newspaper used the moment as the last chance for 

Triple-A Plowed Under to say 'it takes all of us to make the change we need"—a 

message at the heart of all people's theatre. Bacon's ignorance of the people's 

needs kept him from realizing this.

The irony of Bacon's quote becomes even greater if placed next to 

Mayakovsky's portrayal of the bureaucrat, Pobedonosikov, in act III of The 

Bedbug. In the scene Pobedonosikov, as audience member, stands up and 

confronts the director of the play he was watching, stating that it is a 

misrepresentation of reality, all the while not realizing that it was himself on 

stage. The bureaucrat also turns drama critic when he proclaims, "I'm asking you, 

in the name of all workers and peasants, not to arouse me! Think it over, you 

alarm clock! Instead of arousing me, you should create pleasant sights and
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sounds for my eyes and ears."17 Pobedonosikov apparently knows better than the 

director what a good piece of theatre should be. Bacon, a bureaucrat just as 

Pobedonosikov is, makes the same charge that Triple-A is a misrepresentation of 

reality because it only serves the current presidential campaign and acts as 

communist propaganda. Bacon also becomes drama critic when he speaks of 

what "a faithful drama would show."18 The irony continues as Bacon, an ex

banker and Congressman, fails to see himself in the drama that depicts characters 

in his position sending the American people further into poverty, yet he claims to 

know what the American people need, just like Mayakovsky's bureaucrat that is 

left in the past.

There is no doubt that the Living Newspaper's plays were propagandistic 

to a degree. Just as Flanagan's Can You Hear Their Voices?, Mayakovsky's Mystery- 

Bouffe, and the many other plays of the interwar period had propagandistic 

themes and speeches, the Living Newspapers built their work with a goal in 

mind. Their goal was to serve the people by creating theatre addressing relevant, 

current issues. However, the sensible answers to these problems, although all

17 Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir Mayakovsky., p. 228.

18 Special, "Bacon Assails the Play."
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humanist in nature, answers that could be isolated without any political 

affiliation, would be considered communistic, as they usually suggested less 

greed and more care be paid to every citizen, rather than the wealthy few. 

Flanagan later defended the work to HU AC by stating "I should like to say very 

truthfully that to the best of my knowledge we have never done a play which 

was propaganda for communism, but we have done plays which were 

propaganda for democracy, propaganda for better housing."19 The Living 

Newspaper began paving the way for the most powerful people's theatre the 

world has seen. But as it developed its work and became more popular among 

the masses, the Pobedonosikovs of the United States began to fear the theatre's 

power more. Less than three years from the premiere of Triple-A, the FTP and 

American theatre reached heights never before imagined, and in a flash it started 

disintegrating—after a few Congressmen became scared of the new, thinking 

audience the Project was not only reaching, but also creating. Just as Caesar said 

of Cassius, "He thinks too much. Such men are dangerous."20

19 Susan Quinn, Furious Improvisation: How the WPA and a Cast of Thousands Made High Art 
out of Desperate Times (New York: Walker & Company, 2008), p. 258.

20 William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, ed. Barbara A. Mowat and Paul Werstine (New 
York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1992), p. 25.
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II. Power Grows

In February 1937, the Living Newspaper produced Power, Arthur Arent's 

and the staff's "melodramatic story of a fantastic industrial racket foiled by the 

intervention of a heroic government."21 The play came only a few months after 

the Project's second Living Newspaper, Injunction Granted, which was heavily 

criticized for being so blatantly leftist that it threatened the possibility for the 

experimental project to continue.22 Flanagan and the Living Newspaper needed a 

critical success. Luckily, Power exceeded all expectations.

In his review of the play, Brook Atkinson describes the general story as a 

"swift cyclorama of scenes [that] tells the history of electricity in tabloid terms, 

simplifies such mysterious symbols as the kilowatt and the holding company, 

dramatizes the story of the power in homely relation to the needs and frustration 

of the average citizen."23 Power displays in great detail the privatization of the 

electric power industry and the fight that private companies put up against the 

government in order to keep power private—even to the detriment of the

21 Brooks Atkinson, "The Play: Power' Produced by the Living Newspaper Under 
Federal Theatre Auspices," New York Times, February 24, 1937. p. 18.

22 Quinn, Furious Improvisation, p. 147.

23 Atkinson, "The Play: Power' Produced by the Living Newspaper Under Federal 
Theatre Auspices." p. 18.
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American people. A central focus in Power is the development of the Tennessee 

Valley Authority (TVA), a public works project that would use the Tennessee 

River Valley to generate and distribute cheap electricity to poor farming areas. Its 

opponents desperately tried to subvert any sort of public handling of electric 

power.

Although the subject matter hardly seems enough to electrify audiences,

Atkinson describes what the Project was able to accomplish with Power.

The Living Newspaper is operated strictly in the interests of the 
consumer, and after an apprenticeship of one year it has learned how to 
use the theatre brilliantly as a medium of expression. If a lecture on the 
history, business methods and politics of electric light seems to you like a 
dull subject, you have only to see what the aggressive and versatile lads 
of the Living Newspaper can do when they have a regiment of actors on 
their hands and a battalion of theatre technicians. They have turned 
"Power" into one of the most exuberant shows in town. Minsky has 
nothing quite so hot to offer in this jejune vicinity...

Since the last edition of the Living Newspaper the lads have 
acquired a mastery of narrative style. The uses of photographic 
backgrounds to set the fleeting scenes, of expository symbols on the stage, 
of the truculent loud-speaker, of exciting and commenting musical scores, 
of street parades and campaign songs—even the uses of sardonic humor, 
have been learned from a year of active experience and they have been 
perfected.. .  the Living Newspaper has not bungled a prop or a scene, or 
missed an opportunity to defend the interests of the taxpayer, who pays 
for the fun.24

24 Atkinson, "The Play: Power' Produced by the Living Newspaper Under Federal 
Theatre Auspices." p. 18.
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Two major developments in Power, both of which were pointed out in Atkinson's

review, were the use of projections and the loudspeaker. The latter, which wasn't

necessarily new, had begun to take a new shape. In comparison to Triple-A Plowed

Under and the discussion of character construction for audience identification,

Power saw the loudspeaker, or Voice of the Living Newspaper, take on the same

qualities that characters played by live actors had. It began to ask questions, have

opinions, and share in the collective consciousness of the event all at once. Arent

says of the development of the loudspeaker:

[It] ceased to be merely an annotator or dateline and began to take on 
individuality and coloration. It spoke lines, it editorialized, it became a 
definite character, but never the same one for long. It was at various times 
in the same play ignorant, thirsting for information and a veritable 
Britannica of esoteric facts and statistics; it became helpful and 
sympathetic at one moment, bellicose, disdainful and sly at others. In 
short, it was all things to all men, and particularly to the dramatist.25

Although people's theatre existed previously in many places throughout history,

this could be one of the most important developments it has seen. With the

loudspeaker you now have a tool that is 'all things to all men.' It can be a

representation of the masses, expressing their concerns and questions without

attachments of gender or physical appearance (although at the time it was

25 Taylor, People's Theatre in Amerika. p. 157.
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characterized by a man’s voice), and at the same time act as the omniscient 

narrator—a quality that a believer in religion would only expect to come from a 

god. In Act II, scene v of Power, multiple uses of the narrator can be seen, but it 

also serves as an example of how the consumer shares the same confusion as the 

general audience should over the contradiction being introduced. The scene, 

titled 1934: Coffin Award:

LOUDSPEAKER: Hello! What are you doing in this part of the country?
CONSUMER: Oh, I just cam down to find out a few things about this TVA 

business. Is it true that the TVA sells electricity for three cents a 
kilowatt hour?

LOUDSPEAKER: Well, not exactly. They sell it wholesale to municipal 
plants on condition that these plants retail it for three cents.

CONSUMER: And they won't let 'em charge anymore?
LOUDSPEAKER: They won't let 'em charge anymore!
CONSUMER: Three cents! How about the companies around here? They 

doing any thing about it?
LOUDSPEAKER: They've cut rates till some of them are almost as low as 

the Government's.
CONSUMER: Then they must be losing money!
LOUDSPEAKER: Maybe they are. Let's ask Wendell L Willkie, President 

of the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation.
(Light comes up on WILLKIE and two REPORTERS...)

WILLKIE: If the policy now pursued by the TA is not reversed by its 
superiors in Washington—or not restrained by the Courts—the 
destruction of the utilities in that area is inevitable.. .  No more 
cruel jest could be practiced on the security holders than to be 
propagandizing the country with the statement that they— the TVA 
—have helped the power companies in that area!

LOUDSPEAKER: Atlantic City, New Jersey, June 5th, 1935 . . .
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(Lights come up on FRANK W. SMITH, center. The projection is a 
cartoon representation of a medal) Frank W. Smith, Chairman of the 
Prize Awards Committee of the Edison Electric Institute.

SMITH: For accomplishing one of the most remarkable increases in
residential, commercial and industrial power sales in the history of 
this great industry, the Charles Coffin award for outstanding 
accomplishments during the year 1934 is hereby awarded to the 
Tennessee Electric Power Company.

LOUDSPEAKER: The Tennessee Electric Power Company is owned by 
the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation. The President of 
the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation is Wendell L. 
Willkie.
(WILLKIE and SMITH make low bows to each other. Blackout on 
everything except front spot on CONSUMER...)

CONSUMER: I don't get this. I don't get this at all.
LOUDSPEAKER: What's on your mind now?
CONSUMER: If the electric companies down here are showing the

biggest increases in their history, what are they complaining about?
LOUDSPEAKER: They claim the Government has no right to go into the 

power business.
CONSUMER: Even if it does the company good and their stocks go up?
LOUDSPEAKER: Even if it does the comp—

(Light comes up on UTILITIES EXECUTIVE, right.)
EXECUTIVE (interrupting): That's not the point! We object because it's

interfering with private initiative, competing with private industry 
—and it's not the American way! Furthermore, it's unconstitutional. . .

(Blackout.)26

The scene is one that would put the audience in a critical frame of mind, one 

where they ask similar questions themselves. By displaying circumstances in 

which the audience can realize themselves and advocate for change, the Living

26 Arthur Arent, "Power," in Federal Theatre Plays, ed. Pierre De Rohan (New York: 
Random House, Inc., 1938), pp. 80-81.
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Newspaper has succeeded in finding a way to educate through entertainment.

This result is one that Brecht sought to achieve in his theories surrounding Epic

theatre. In his Short Organumfor the Theatre, Brecht lays out his ideas regarding

education and entertainment in theatre:

The theatre has to become geared into reality if it is to be in a position to 
turn out effective representations of reality, and to be allowed to do so.

But this makes it simpler for the theatre to edge as close as possible 
to the apparatus of education and mass communication. For although we 
cannot bother it with the raw material of knowledge in all its variety, 
which would stop it from being enjoyable, it is still free to find 
enjoyments in teaching and inquiring. It constructs its workable 
representations of society, which are then in a position to influence 
society, wholly and entirely as a game: for those who are constructing 
society it sets out society's experiences, past and present alike, in such a 
manner that the audience can 'appreciate' the feelings, insights and 
impulses which are distilled by the wisest, most active and most 
passionate among us from the events of the day or the century. They must 
be entertained with the wisdom that comes from the solution of 
problems, with the anger that is a practical expression of sympathy with 
the underdog, with the respect due to those who respect humanity, or 
rather whatever is kind to humanity; in short, with whatever delights 
those who are producing something.27

The Coffin Award scene embodies much of what Brecht conveys here, although

Power was performed twelve years before Brecht's essay was published.

27 Bertolt Brecht, Brecht on Theatre: The Development of an Aesthetic, ed. John Willet (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 1964), p. 186.
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A second innovative development was the Project's use of projections as 

backgrounds. In previous Living Newspapers, the loudspeaker's voice was able 

to transport the episodes from one place to another and through time instantly. 

Now, in addition to the loudspeaker, lantern slides and film could be used to 

support scenes with spectacle—something very important in developing pieces 

concerned with technical subject matter. If the previous stage settings were 

lackluster because of the expository nature of the plays, and not in need of 

intricate sets, the Living Newspaper now had one more trick in its bag. So, the 

play no longer needed to rely on audience imagination when introducing 

Chicago or a rural farm town. Now producers could project a simple background 

image to indicate time and place while supporting the episodes, and with that 

fulfill the need for sets or properties. Flanagan saw this innovation as so 

important that, after the reading of the Power script, she claims "we decided to 

use nothing except projections [slides and film projected onto gauze and screens] 

in an attempt to make a real contribution to experimentation in stagecraft."28 

Somewhere between that first decision and production, however, came the 

addition of at least a few properties including sewing machines, a lighting board,

28 Quinn, Furious Improvisation, p. 148.
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and radio. This blend of elements created an atmosphere that helped guide the 

audience's imagination without the usual fully designed, intricate sets of the 

American theatre which were often so literal that there was no room left for 

wonder. This was one more way that the Living Newspaper was able to make its 

audience active spectators.

One last factor contributing to the success of Power is the subject matter. In 

the third offering from the FTP, instead of a story revolving around the plight of 

farmers and issues of rural America, Power addresses New Yorkers, all users of 

electric power, directly. Not to say that Triple-A Plowed Under was not recognized 

by the audience as addressing its own concerns as consumers. But with Power, 

the majority of the audience wouldn't be far removed from the topic. Couple this 

relatable subject to London critic James Agate's review that 'the acting is far and 

away the best we have seen in this country,'29 and the FTP finally had the smash 

it needed.

There was no shortage of critical success with Power, further proof that the 

Living Newspaper and the Federal Theatre Project were on their way to

29 Willson Whitman, Bread and Circuses: A Study of Federal Theatre, First (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1937), p. 49.
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becoming powerful people's theatre. Gilbert Gabriel of American publication 

wrote:

It says what it has to say sharply, vividly, very positively—and if only to 
remind you that you're in the theatre, entertainingly, too . . .  you'll have to 
admire the swiftness of their march in any case; the swiftness, the 
sureness, the dramatic effectiveness, the ingenious way they have of 
making the stark facts flare.30

Other reviews included Richard Watts of Herald Tribune stating, "The current

show is a lively, vigorous and dramatic history of its subject." "Unquestionably

'Power' is a fine example of the Living Newspaper's grasp upon its special and

modern technique" wrote Charles E. Dexter Daily Worker. Leo Katcher of Post: 'It's

a fine piece of theatre, 'Power', and a credit to those who prepared it and those

who acted in it." After Harry Hopkins saw Power he went backstage and

addressed the company and Flanagan with congratulations:

It's fast and funny, it makes you laugh and it makes you cry and it makes 
you think—I don't know what more anyone can ask of a show. I want this 
play and plays like it done from one end of the country to the other . . .  
you will take a lot of criticism on this play. People will say it’s 
propaganda. Well, I say what of it? It's propaganda to educate the 
consumer who's paying for power. It's about time someone had some 
propaganda for him. The big power companies have spent millions on

30 "The Living Newspaper." p. 4.
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propaganda for the utilities. It's about time the consumer had a 
mouthpiece. I saw more plays like Power and more power on you.31

Hopkins' praise for Power is important for multiple reasons. On one hand, it is

the acknowledgement by a government official that the Living Newspaper was

on the right track and producing excellent work which should be shown

nationwide. It also serves as a preface to the later attacks by the HU AC against

the project's use of propaganda. The power companies were in fact spending

millions on propaganda, yet it was propaganda which would benefit only a

select few and apparently deemed fine by those who would eventually make up

the Dies Committee. However, when the FTP had propaganda in their plays

which aimed to serve millions of Americans, the Project and Flanagan as its

director would be attacked as being un-American. Meyerhold, similarly, was

attacked by the Russian government for being anti-Soviet in his work, despite the

fact that he was considered the leading Soviet director by the people. Their work

differed in content, yet their message of progressing social developments very

similar. Meyerhold's, supportive of communism and the interests of the people,

pointed out that those in power were often keeping communism from

progressing. Flanagan's, supportive of progress for the masses, lacked political

31 Quinn, Furious Improvisation, p. 152.
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affiliation, but often pointed to the problems that private industry caused— 

private industry being claimed by opponents of the FTP as what America is built 

on. In both cases, it seems like the massive popularity which strengthened 

Meyerhold's and Flanagan's work and led to a people's theatre, ultimately also 

led to its demise.

The Living Newspaper's final edition in New York, One-Third o f a Nation, 

premiered in January 1938 at the Adelphi Theatre after being workshopped the 

summer before at Vassar. The play, whose title comes from Roosevelt’s second 

inaugural address where he stated, 'I see one-third of a nation ill-housed, ill-clad, 

ill-nourished,' concerns itself with the slums of New York and the deplorable 

conditions of tenement housing and residents that occupy them. It also 

chronicles the battles between residents and landlords, as well as battles taking 

place in the senate in effort to improve conditions. Although originally written to 

directly address New York, the play was constructed in a way that it could be 

adapted for any city it was performed in. Outside of New York it was shown in 

Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Hartford, Detroit, Portland, New Orleans, Seattle, and 

San Francisco.32 Unlike Power, the first production of One-Third had a realistic set

32 Flanagan, Arena, p. 216.
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consisting of a rotting, four-story tenement that would catch on fire two times a

performance. Projections were still used when taking tours of the city in order to

examine different slum projects. In a memoir of the FTP, Tony Buttitta and Barry

Witham describe first hand their experience with One-Third:

I could smell the roaches, the overflowing garbage, and the dank air 
within the old tenement walls, like those I had known as a boy living in 
the Lower East Side of Little Italy.

I cheered with the packed house when the crumbling, rat-infested 
slum was engulfed in flames and smoke at the end. Many in the audience 
had lived or were still living in such tenements and were expecting help 
from the Federal Government's low-rent housing program. But its 
budget, according to Mayor LaGuardia, was "only a drop in the bucket"; 
and the "consumer," comparing the sum to that for the military, said that 
Uncle Same spent more money "to kill a man than to keep him alive." The 
Consumer's last words were a call to action, as fiery as the blaze that 
mushroomed onstage: "Can you hear me Washington? Give me a decent 
home!33

The call to arms here was enough to excite many people. Bums Mantle called 

One-Third o f a Nation "the most interesting of the Living Newspaper series . . .  as 

fine a setting as any stage this town has every shown."34 For its educative

purposes, Eleanor Roosevelt claimed One-Third had achieved "something which
%

will mean a tremendous amount in the future, socially, and in the education and

33 Tony Buttitta and Barry Witham, Uncle Sam Presents: A Memoir of the Federal Theatre
1935-1939 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), p. 164.

34 Ibid.
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growing-up of America . . .  far more than any amount of speeches by Langdon 

Post or I—or even the President—might make."35 The President's wife 

acknowledging that the Federal Theatre Project had built something that could, 

and would, be more socially powerful than the words of the country’s leader is 

quite significant, especially considering he supported the project.

It was this power that the Living Newspaper held that once again sparked 

outcry from many conservatives, who now also had the backing of Episcopal 

churches because of the play’s revelation that much of the land on which the 

slums stand is owned by the Trinity Church.36 Five senators from New York, 

Idaho, Virginia, Florida, and Maryland were quoted in the piece, with three being 

portrayed as "villains by implication", which increased the controversy. These 

quotes were addressed during a Senate discussion on whether or not to increase 

relief appropriations as unemployment was increasing. Trying to make the point 

that the government shouldn’t be funding a project that shines a bad light on 

bureaucrats, Senator Bailey concludes his argument sarcastically with, "it is a 

great thing to know that we have this great activity for which we may

35 Ibid., p. 165.

36 Scaler, "A Study of the Nature of Attacks," p. 36.
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appropriate money, and which will make us all actors on the stage forever."37

Similar to a closing line in The Bathhouse, Pobedonosikov angrily exclaims,

"Artist, seize this opportunity and paint a living man mortally offended!"38

Flanagan, always ready to defend the work she headed, much as Meyerhold did,

responded to these allegations:

I explained that the project was doing a serious historical treatment of 
slum conditions in America and in doing so I quoted verbatim and in 
context from material which I understood was in the public domain—The 
Congressional Record. Surely we couldn't quote only people who favored 
improvement in housing. The opposing side must also be quoted. If 
Senators and Congressmen oppose appropriations for housing and say so 
in Congress, why should the object to being quoted on the subject?39

Flanagan was right. Nothing in the Living Newspaper was unsupported or

untrue, and a reading of the play shows sources that rival many researched

pieces of scholarship. But Flanagan likely knew why Senators and Congressman

would object to being quoted: fear. Fear over the power an effective people's

theatre has, just as Eleanor Roosevelt identified it, and its influence in educating

the masses that could eventually lead to swaying voters thanks to their newly

informed minds and the statements used by politicians in the Living

37 Quinn, Furious Improvisation, p. 229.

38 Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir Mayakovsky, p. 263.

39 Scaler, "A Study of the Nature of Attacks," p. 46.
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Newspapers. A member of the audience was now much more likely to consider 

who they were voting for than before their experience with the FTP. It is highly 

doubtful that anyone every truly believed the FTP was leading the country to a 

communist revolution, as suggested often. But it was the fear of the possible loss 

of power, position, and money that led a group of conservative Congressmen to 

form the HU AC in 1938 that would begin the 'witch-hunts' of communism, and 

last decades. President Truman denounced the committee in 1959 as 'the most 

un-American thing in the country today.'40

Chapter IV will discuss how Flanagan and the FTP became an example 

that would fuel a movement against communism, and would in turn keep 

Americans scared of the 'Red menace', all the while securing the positions of the 

politicians who were leading the battle.

40 Stephen J. Whitfield, The Culture of the Cold War, 2nd ed, The American Moment 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), p. 124.
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III. The German Without a Stage 

On October 30,1947, Brecht was brought before the House Un-American 

Activities Committee to testify before a variant of the now famous panel of 

conservative Congressmen that shut down the Federal Theatre Project eight 

years earlier. At the time Brecht was called before them, the committee was on 

what was frequently called a "witch-hunt" to find Communists who had 

infiltrated the Hollywood film industry. Brecht, having sold only one screenplay 

which he co-authored, Hangmen Also Die, made for an odd witness, compared to 

some of the others that came to be known as "The Hollywood Ten," who were 

much more involved in the industry. Despite the odd questioning by the panel, 

which seemed to end favorably with the Chairman of the committee, J. Parnell 

Thomas, calling Brecht "a good example to the witnesses of Mr. Kenny and Mr. 

Crum,"1 Brecht fled the country the following day. This was far from the first 

time that Brecht packed up and left his home, for his was a life of movement, 

both physically across national borders and in his writing which developed 

alongside a changing world picture of pre-, inter-, and post-world war. Luckily 

as a writer, he was able to work wherever he went. But unfortunately, as a

1 Peter Demetz, ed., "From the Testimony of Bertolt Brecht," in Brecht: A Collection of 
Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), p. 42.
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dramatist, especially one who strove for social change through his work, without 

a stage and audience to test and develop his theories through their application 

and experimentation, Brecht's version of a people's theatre would never be fully 

realized. Many would probably say that Brecht was more successful than 

Meyerhold and Flanagan considering his work has been admired and studied 

extensively across the world, but success is relative. For Brecht's goal was to 

reach the masses rather than the bourgeoisie and scholars, a feat that both 

Meyerhold and Flanagan were able to accomplish, despite their unfortunate 

finales. Following Brecht's work from his pre-exile years in Berlin until the 

establishment of his theatre in post-war East Berlin will show how one of the 

most celebrated playwrights and theorists of the twentieth century suffered 

control and censorship by multiple governments, ultimately stifling any chance 

of creating a people's theatre.

Coming off of his first major success in 1928 with The Threepenny Opera, 

Brecht monetarily was in a position to pick and choose projects as he pleased. In 

1929, in an essay titled On Form and Subject-Matter, Brecht laid out his ideas about 

a needed shift in writing and presentation of plays in the face of the growing 

power of the National Socialists. For the new subject-matter and form needed in
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the current social climate, he felt the theatre's purpose must also change. The idea 

of entertainment seemed to disintegrate for Brecht, and he declared that "the new 

purpose is called pedagogics."2 This marked the beginning of his series of 

didactic learning' plays, known as Lehrstucke, and would shape his writing and 

dramatic theory until the year he went into exile. This period of Brecht's writing 

produced his most overtly Communist pieces, often considered nothing more 

than blatant propaganda by the average theatergoer. The plays subsequently 

carried with them their own controversies both behind the scenes and in the 

public realm. Although harmed by poor critical and public reception, they 

should be looked at in the light of Brecht's early dedication to his Marxist ideals 

of a more utopian, classless society, and also as a part of his effort to turn theatre 

into a weapon that would combat the approach of Hitler. At this time in Berlin 

the divide between the Communist Party and the Social Democrats was seen as 

the weakness that would pave way for the Nazis to triumph. Through his art and 

the theatre's new purpose of pedagogy Brecht would fight for the people the best 

way he knew how.

2 Brecht, Brecht on Theatre: The Development of an Aesthetic, p. 30.
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Two plays that are of interest during this time period are The Measures

Taken and The Mother. Both were the subject of questions by the HU AC, both

criticized by the Soviets, and both surrounded by controversy. The Measures

Taken, written by Brecht with music by Harms Eisler, was first scheduled to

premiere at Neue Musik Berlin, but was denied the stage because directors of the

venue disagreed with the overt political theme of the piece, calling it "low

quality."3 In a scathing letter written to the Artistic Board of Neue Musik, Brecht

and Eisler denounced the decision to censor the piece, and suggested that was

done for bourgeois capitalist reasons. In one paragraph, they make clear who

their work is for:

We are cutting these important performances clear of all kinds of 
dependence, and allowing them to be realised by those they are meant for, 
who alone have a use for them: by workers' choruses, amateur dramatic 
groups, school choruses and school orchestras, in other words those 
people who neither can pay for art nor are paid for art, but just want to 
take part in it.4

3 Karl-Heinz Schoeps, "Brecht's Lehrstucke: A Laboratory for Epic and Dialectic 
Theater," in A Bertolt Brecht Reference Companion, ed. Siegfried Mews (Westport, Conn: 
Greenwood Press, 1997), 70-87, p. 78.

4 Bertolt Brecht, Collected Plays: Three, ed. John Willet (London: Methuen Drama, 1998), p. 
343.
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The letter, written on May 30, 1930, could suggest that Neue Musik wasn't the 

only group that denied Brecht and Eisler a performance venue, considering it 

took over five months before the work was mounted. The first performance took 

place at Grosses Schauspielhaus, on the 10th of December, 1930, with Helene 

Weigel in the cast and Eisler among the singers.5 The plot of the play concerns 

the return of four agitators from a mission in China to help educate and draw 

support for the country's Communist revolution. The agitators, each taking on 

different roles, retell circumstances and incidents that led to the sacrifice of one 

comrade, and tell of the young comrade's acceptance of his sacrifice because of 

mistakes made during the mission that endangered the group. An effort is made 

to gain approval for their actions (the measures taken) from a control chorus 

representative of the Communist party as well as the audience.

The 1930 production consisted of a simple design by Teo Otto that created 

an atmosphere reminiscent of a political debate rather than the performance of a 

play. The stage was a square platform that gave the four agitators just enough 

room to reenact their story, but left very little room for any other theatrics. 

Directly to their right was a small orchestra in full view of the audience, a feature

5 Schoeps, "Brecht's Lehrstucke: A Laboratory for Epic and Dialectic Theater," p. 78.
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that would appear in most, if not all, of Brecht's plays with music. Behind the 

stage and orchestra sat the control chorus in stadium style seating, creating a 

reflection of the audience in front of the stage. Above the heads of the chorus was 

space for projections, another feature that would be in most of Brecht's plays in 

the form of supertitles, photographs, and film. Many of these techniques were 

already being used by the Russian avant-garde as well as Flanagan in her 

experiments at Vassar.

The Measures Taken marked the first collaboration between Brecht and 

Eisler, who seemed to share similar views surrounding the performance of music 

in a didactic play. While Brecht was developing a proletarian style of 

performance, Eisler was developing the music to match. In his essay regarding 

Brecht's development of the Lehrstiicke, Karl-Heinz Schoeps says of the music in 

Measures-.

Eisler had developed: ’complicated polyphonic choruses, monodic 
militant songs, speaking choruses, aggressive chansons and ballads.’ Like 
Brecht, Eisler opposed ’beautiful singing,’ as he stated in his advice for 
rehearsals of The Measures Taken. Instead, he recommended that the 
singing should be ’extremely taut, rhythmical, precise, and expressionless.’ 
The presentation should be clear so that it can be understood by the 
audience at all times.6

6 Ibid., p. 80.
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It seems the combined effort of the two men to make the presentation 

understandable was successful—the premiere was met with "friendly applause" 

by the audience.7 But as far as professional critics were concerned, most were not 

pleased with the production. Schoeps best sums up the critical reception of the 

play:

Heinz Stuckenschmidt, one of the few objective critics, in his review in the 
Berliner Zeitung of 15 December 1930 called the work "prophetic" and the 
production "a huge success." Without judging the political implications of 
the play he felt that "the attempt at instructing the people through artistic 
means has never found a more appropriate and more inspired but less 
dogmatic form." The reviewer for the Berliner Tageblatt of 15 December 
1930, on the other hand, called it 'a didactic play of communist militarism, 
miserable, longwinded, and boring.'.. The critic of the Communist paper 
Rote Fahne rejected the text as 'not marxist,' and Otto Biha from the paper 
Linkskurve found the play too idealistic, too theoretical, and the portrayal 
of the party dead wrong. According to Biha, the real party would never
have condemned the young comrade to death-----

[Alfred Kurella] called Brecht a 'bourgeois poet' and the play 
'an experiment with inappropriate means,' representing 'typically petit 
bourgeois intellectualism.' In his view, the young comrade, not the 
agitators, demonstrated correct political behavior; the Brecht/Eisler 
version constituted a 'deviation to the right' and 'opportunism on the 
right.'8

It should be considered a shame that more critics didn't identify the merits of 

Brecht and Eisler as Stuckenschmidt did. The negative criticisms surrounding the

7 Ibid., p. 78.

8 Ibid.
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play's politics, in hindsight, are all rather ironic considering that only a few years 

later Stalin would begin the great purges that killed millions of comrades in the 

name of Communism. History will tell us that any declaration that the party 

would not kill its own is more idealistic than any of Brecht's plays. But this type 

of negative criticism that was wrapped up in political ideology rather than the 

acknowledgement of attempts to advance the art form was commonplace for 

Brecht, as well as for Meyerhold and Flanagan.

In his creation of a theatre for the people, Brecht began to have 

questionnaires filled out by audience members at the end of The Measures Taken 

not only to obtain their opinions, but to also turn a traditional audience into 

participating members of the production. One of these: "To which lessons in [The 

Measures Taken] do you object politically?" was used by Brecht in rewriting the 

play.9 It would be decided later that the play is only valuable to those involved in 

portraying the agitators and the control chorus. In a note on rehearsing the play, 

he states that "each of the four players must have at least one chance to show the 

attitude of the Young Comrade; hence each should play one of his principal

9 Roswitha Mueller, "Learning for a New Society: The Lehrstuck," in The Cambridge 
Companion to Brecht (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 79-95, p. 90
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scenes."10 Brecht's intention for the piece to help educate the masses, he realized,

was not successful with The Measures Taken. It is easy to see how a performance

for an audience could be confusing when the actor portraying the Young

Comrade is continually changing. In a letter written to Swedish director Paul

Patera, Brecht states:

[The Measures Taken] was not written for an audience but exclusively for 
the instruction of the performers. In my experience, public performances 
of it inspire nothing but moral qualms, usually of the cheapest sort. 
Accordingly, I have not let anyone perform the play for a long time. My 
short play The Exception and the Rule is better suited to performance by 
non-professional groups.11

That ban wouldn't be lifted until his centenary year in 1998 (although it was

frequently ignored).12 This prohibition of performance was probably made for

two reasons. One, Brecht didn't see an audience gaining anything (or at least not

what he had originally intended) from the piece and therefore it didn't serve the

type of theatre he was trying to create—it was merely an exercise for performers.

Two, although he handled his testimony with the HU AC quite well, so well in

fact that the committee was referred to as "apes who had taken to study the

10 Brecht, Collected Plays: Three, p. 345.

11 Ibid., p. 347.

12 Ibid.
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biologist,"13 the fact that The Measures Taken was the play that occupied much of 

his hearing time and required the most explanation, may have soured the piece 

for Brecht. He had been criticized in Berlin for the work not meeting Communist 

standards, and then by the United States government for its Communist 

propaganda. He flew to Paris the following afternoon, indicating that he was 

obviously shaken by the event despite his good performance. It should not be 

difficult to understand why the playwright would distance himself from the 

work by halting performances of the play until after his death.

In January of 1932, Brecht premiered The Mother, a play that has been 

categorized in many genres over the years. In its early edition, Brecht referred to 

it having been written in the style of the Lehrstucke, but by the 1951 production 

done at the Berliner Ensemble he would classify it as an historical drama.14 The 

play is an adaptation from Maxin Gorky's 1906 novel, Mother, and depicts a 

working class woman, Pelagea Vlassova, and her journey to joining the 

Communist revolution after being introduced to the cause by her son, Pavel. The 

play opens with Pavel’s wages being cut, placing the family in the desperate

13 Bentley, Thirty Years of Treason, p. 206.

14 Laura Bradley, Brecht and Political Theatre: The Mother on Stage (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2006), p. 10.
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situation that many workers faced in 1905. The play proceeds with Pelagea 

wearying of her son's revolutionary involvement, but she helps him distribute 

leaflets of propaganda to keep him from falling into danger himself. As she 

begins to see the reaction of authorities to the simple spread of information (a 

man is arrested for reading a leaflet), the mother becomes inquisitive and her 

transformation begins. We see her become more involved in the struggle. She 

learns to read, she participates in demonstrations, and even converts neighbors 

to Communism. Pavel is arrested, dies while trying to escape, and Pelagea 

continues her work to spread the teachings and importance of Communism until 

the last scene where she "heads a demonstration and carries the red flag."15

The form of the play straddles the previously mentioned categorizations 

for multiple reasons. Unlike Brecht’s earlier Lehrstiickes, The Mother was a full 

length play, spanning fourteen scenes while The Measures Taken, for example, was 

only eight. The character list also deviates from the more traditional Lehrstticke of 

this period. The Mother has twenty-three individual characters, while the others 

typically had no more than five and a collective chorus. The characters are also 

given specific names, rather than the generalized descriptions such as "the boy"

15 Brecht, Collected Plays: Three, p. 150.
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or "Young Comrade." This is pointed out to note the shift that began to take place 

in his writing. It was perhaps the critical failure of that experiment that drove 

Brecht to shift away from the purely didactic epic theatre and instead write a 

play that combined elements of learning with a dramatic plot. With song titles 

like "Praise of Learning," "Praise of Communism," and "Praise of the 

Revolutionary," one easily has a sense not only of Brecht's personal political 

beliefs, but also that he is still trying to teach with the piece. Although his work 

would continue to be political until his death, The Mother marked the last blatant 

call to the Communist cause.

The 1932 production opened at Theater am Schiffbauerdamm in Berlin 

with Helene Weigel in the lead role and a set by Brecht’s frequent collaborator, 

Caspar Neher. The set was a minimalist triumph at a time when theatres on the 

left were badly suffering due to economic cuts.16 Made to be easily portable so 

that the piece could be played in various locations including the traditional 

theatre, halls, and at political meetings, the set consisted of screens stretched 

across iron piping and a large blank screen in the background for projections. In 

his notes to the play, Brecht describes the set:

16 John Willett, Caspar Neher, Brecht's Designer, Methuen Paperback (London; New York: 
Methuen, in association with the Arts Council of Great Britain, 1986), p. 56.
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The stage was not supposed to represent any real locality: it as it were 
took up an attitude itself towards the incidents shown; it quoted, narrated, 
prepared, and recalled. Its sparse indication of furniture, doors, etc. was 
limited to objects that had a part in the play, i.e. those without which the 
action would have been altered or halted. A firm arrangement of iron 
piping slightly higher than a man was erected at varying intervals 
perpendicularly to the stage; other moveable horizontal pipes carrying 
canvasses could be slotted into it, and this allowed for quick changes. 
There were door frames hanging inside this, which could be opened and 
shut.. . .  A big canvas at the back of the stage was used for projections of 
texts and pictorial documents which remained throughout the scene, so 
that this screen was also virtually part of the setting. Thus the stage not 
only used allusions to show actual rooms but also texts and pictures to 
show the great movement of ideas in which the events were taking place.17

Minimalist sets and scenery would be common in Brecht's development of the

epic. This lack of superfluous design and detail created an inability to associate

or create a sense of realism for the spectators, and would keep them emotionally

detached and their minds constantly active. That emotional detachment would

be one basis for Brecht's development of epic theatre, that seeks to serve the

people.

This sparse sensibility wasn’t just in the design and stage elements of his 

work. It was also built into the language. In 1935, the New York Workers' 

Company 'Theatre Union’ began preparing for the premiere of The Mother in the 

United States, a production that turned out to be disastrous. In a letter to the

17 Brecht, Collected Plays: Three, p. 352.
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company written by Brecht, the playwright addresses concerns over the 

American troupe's inability to understand the epic elements of the piece and 

their decision to take liberties with the script, making additions in both text and 

action. In the fourth section of the letter he writes:

Comrades, I see you
Reading the short play with embarrassment.

The spare language 
Seems like poverty. This report, you reckon 
Is not how people express themselves. I have read 
Your adaptation. Here you insert a 'Good morning'
There a "Hullo, my boy'. The vast field of action 
Gets cluttered with furniture. Cabbage reeks
From the stove. What's bold becomes gallant, what’s historical normal 
You strive for sympathy with the mother when she loses her son.
The son's death
You slyly put at the end. That, you think, is how to make the spectator 
Keep up his interest till the curtain falls. Like a business man 
Investing money in a concern, you suppose, the spectator invests 
Feeling in the hero: he wants to get it back
If possible doubled. But the proletarian audience never missed the son at 
the end.
They maintained their interest. Not out of crudeness either.18 

The company producing this play was also aiming to reach a proletarian 

audience, but being performed in America in 1935, the inaugural year of the 

Federal Theatre Project, they may have felt that they required more commercial 

success than Brecht may have needed in Berlin at the time of writing it, therefore

18 Ibid., p. 378.
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altering the play to end with a dramatic impact resulting in catharsis. They may 

have known the kind of controversy the play could cause in its original form— 

something Brecht left out of his letter to the company. It is likely, though, that 

Brecht's play and practices were simply misunderstood by the American 

company. The reception of the play originally presented as Brecht had intended, 

in Berlin 1932, displays the impact it was able to make.

In her book on the production history of The Mother, Laura Bradley points 

to Brecht’s stress that the play "was designed to polarize spectators by rallying 

the KPD’s supporters, winning over unaligned workers, and antagonizing 

bourgeois and right-wing opponents."19 Bradley clarifies that the production was 

extremely successful in implementing Brecht's aim to antagonize bourgeois and 

right-wing opponents. One review called the work "Crude, provocative 

propaganda. And absolute joy for those who share its views, more effective than 

speeches and newspaper. Lunacy for outsiders. A piece of cheek for 

opponents."20 Some nights of the original German production saw people in the 

audience leaving mid-performance and slamming the door behind them. Various

19 Bradley, The Mother, p. 51.

20 Ibid., p. 52.
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publications criticized authorities for not issuing a ban, while Germania, the 

Catholic Centre Party's newspaper, campaigned for one.21 The play was accused 

of inciting the proletariat to take up arms against the state. "The play is one 

hundred percent opposed to our system of government and makes the case for 

Moscow. Therefore—it must be banned!"72 wrote H. Bachmann for Germania. The 

attacks from Germania continued until an investigation was made in Germany 

that resulted in the the authorities declaring that The Mother "was a Communist 

play but that...  it depicted naive and improbable activities and therefore posed 

no serious threat.. .  they claimed that the lesson in reading and writing occupied 

a large portion of the play, was relevant only to circumstances in Russia, and had 

no topical value."23 Brecht was able to escape censorship by the German 

authorities thanks to his tactic of placing the situation in a foreign land, a tactic 

he would use in most of his plays. But as Sergei Tretiakov points out in his essay 

on Brecht, the story is very obviously not Russian and a foolish mistake on the 

part of the authorities to believe it to be:

21 Ibid.

22 Ibid.

23 Ibid., p. 53.
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It would be wrong to regard [The Mother] as a historical play about a 
Russian working woman. Such an interpretation involves one absurdity 
after another. Would a Russian teacher of the 1905 period spend his 
evenings over a beer mug, arguing with friends that science and technics 
are unable to better human life and that the only method is the moral 
transformation of the individual? Would such a teacher take footbaths at 
night and speak in a Spenglerean tone of the decline of civilization? Would 
workers in Tver sit on a bench and discuss the nature of lesser evil? Where 
in Russian history can you find agricultural workers, brought to the 
country from the city, who go on strike and throw stones at the 
strikebreakers? Where could you find houseowners who evict their 
tenants and supply them with bibles for consolation? Where, finally, in 
wartime Russia might you find women standing in queues before booths 
which accept patriotic offerings of copper utensils? Of course none of this 
is Russia. It is German. Change the Russian names in the play to German 
ones and you will have the story of a contemporary German professional 
revolutionary woman doing her bit to enlighten millions of German 
Vlassovas who have not yet recognized reality.24

It is hard to tell whether Tretiakov meant this as a negative criticism or a positive

recognition of Brecht's brilliance in construction. Tretiakov rightly pointed out

what Brecht aimed to accomplish with the play, for he primarily wanted to

address the people of Germany at that point in history. When the production

moved out of the Berlin's Theatre am Schiffbauerdamm in early 1932 and

attempted to tour working-class districts, beginning in Moabit, the play was met

with more opposition. Permits to perform in the community hall were denied for

24 Sergey Tretiakov, "Bert Brecht/' in Brecht: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Peter 
Demetz (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), 16-29, p. 25.
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reasons such as it created an "unacceptable fire risk."25 Eventually they would be 

permitted to perform without costumes and a set, but were interrupted during 

the first performance by police, told to get rid of the curtain, and allowed only to 

sit and read out lines. Weigel recalls it being "one of our most successful 

performances because people thought it was wonderful that we refused to be 

beaten and continued under increasingly difficult conditions."26 Attempted 

censorship by the authorities had confirmed Brecht's viewpoint and 

strengthened the piece subsequently. Less than a year later, however, censorship 

would play an even bigger role in all theatre as Hitler finally came to power and 

the National Socialists took control of all art. On February 28,1933, the day after 

the Reichstag fire, Brecht fled Germany and entered his period of exile that 

would last until 1948.

The fifteen years that Brecht spent in exile proved to be particularly 

productive for the playwright. It was during this time that he wrote his best 

known works outside of The Threepenny Opera. His last Lehrstucke, The Exception 

and the Rule, was written in 1934, shortly before the time when it is speculated

25 Bradley, The Mother, p. 54.

26 Ibid.
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that he wrote the essay "Theatre for Pleasure or Theatre for Instruction."27 Debate 

over the question would end in the agreement that theatre, at least his form of 

theatre, needs to be both, and that the lack of emphasis he previously placed on 

entertainment needed to once again be emphasized. But as Brecht's theories 

developed and he was thinking of new ways to effectively reach the people 

through his work, the advancement of the Nazis was continually forcing Brecht 

to relocate. It was because of this that only two plays, Senora Carrar's Rifles and 

Fear and Misery o f the Third Reich, premiered in the same city (Paris) over an eight 

year period. For the most part, Brecht was left without a stage on which to test 

his experiments.

Arriving in the United States in 1941, shortly after the premiere of Mother 

Courage and her Children in the Zurich Schauspielhaus, Brecht began his second 

screenwriting project with the film Hangmen Also Die (the first was Kuhle Wampe 

written in 1932). Five years later it would be this film that drew the HU AC’s 

attention to the playwright and screenwriter, which would result in the 

discussion of his very obvious communist leanings in work written before his 

exile. These pre-war pieces made him an easy target, for the work written after

27 Brecht, Brecht on Theatre: The Development of an Aesthetic, p. 69.
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was often political, but in a way that protested themes such as war, racism, and 

the Nazis specifically, rather than inciting communists to combat capitalism (or 

they were at least not outwardly vocal in this way). The the main line of 

questioning in Brecht's HUAC hearing came from Robert E. Stripling, chief 

investigator of the committee. The hearing amounts to not much more than a few 

inept questions based around poor translations of Brecht's work, and of exact 

dates that the playwright was visited by Soviet officials. Had better research been 

done by the committee, there is a strong probability that Brecht could have been 

indicted as he suggests in an essay "We Nineteen" that un-American activities 

could have been found in his case.28 But, as Eric Bentley states in an introduction 

to the transcript, "Only the eleventh of the Hollywood Ten was a writer of the 

first rank, but the Committee was far from aware of finer points of this kind. 

Rather, as some wit put it, they were apes who had taken to studying the 

biologist."29

Early in the hearing, after being told by Brecht that he was not and never 

has been a member of the Communist party, Stripling begins to target his work:

28 Bentley, Thirty Years of Treason, p. 223.

29 Ibid., p. 206.
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MR. STRIPLING: Mr. Brecht, is it true that you have written a number of 
very revolutionary poems, plays, and other writings?

MR. BRECHT: I have written a number of poems and songs and plays in 
the fight against Hitler and, of course, they can be 
considered, therefore, as revolutionary because I, of course, 
was for the overthrow of that government.

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Stripling, we are not interested in any works that 
he might have written advocating the overthrow of 
Germany to the government there.30

This simple exchange put Brecht in a position to refute any charges that he had

revolutionary intent in the United States. Shortly before this exchange, though,

Brecht requested to read a statement he prepared, was asked by the committee to

submit it so it could be examined first, then was refused as it was "a very

interesting story of German life, but it is not all pertinent to this inquiry."31 In one

section he states, "My activities, even those against Hitler, have always been

purely literary activities of a strictly independent nature. As a guest of the United

States, I refrained from political activities concerning this country even in a

literary form."32 That alone should have made the statement pertinent, but it

should have also been considered that a non-native English speaker should have

a chance to read from something prepared rather than struggle with language

30 Ibid., pp. 209-210.

31 Ibid., p. 209.

32 Ibid., p. 222.
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barriers. But as many know, the HU AC wasn't a committee that helped anyone 

defend themselves.

In another section of questioning regarding Die Massnahme (The Measures 

Taken), it can be seen that Stripling had no desire to accept Brecht's answers, and 

instead found other ways to shift the questioning that could incriminate him. The 

section is quoted at length to get a sense of Stripling's determination.

MR. STRIPLING: First, explain what the title means.
MR. BRECHT: Die Massnahme means (speaking in German).
MR. BAUMGARDT [Translator]: Measures to be taken, or steps to be 

taken—measures.
MR. STRIPLING: Could it mean disciplinary measures?
MR. BAUMGARDT: No, not disciplinary measures, no. It means measures 

to be taken.
MR. STRIPLING: All right. You tell the Committee now, Mr. Brecht, what 

this play dealt with.
MR. BRECHT: Yes. This play is the adaptation of an old religious Japanese 

play, called Noh play, and follows quite closely this old story 
which shows the devotion for an ideal until death.

MR. STRIPLING: What was that ideal, Mr. Brecht?
MR. BRECHT: The idea in the old play was a religious idea. This young 

people—
MR. STRIPLING: Didn't it have to do with the Communist Party?
MR. BRECHT: Yes.
MR. STRIPLING: And discipline within the Communist Party?
MR. BRECHT: Yes, yes, it is a new play, an adaptation. It had as a

background the Russia-China of the years 1918 or 1919, or 
so. There some Communist agitators went to a sort of no 
man's land between the Russia which then was not a state 
and had no real—
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MR. STRIPLING: Mr. Brecht, may I interrupt you? Would you consider the 
play to be pro-Communist or anti-Communist, or would it 
take a neutral position regarding Communists?

MR. BRECHT: No, I would say—you see, literature has the right and the 
duty to give to the public the ideas of the time. Now, in this 
play— of course, I wrote about twenty plays—but in this 
play I tried to express the feelings and the ideas of the 
German workers who then fought against Hitler. I also 
formulated in an artistic—

MR. STRIPLING: Fighting against Hitler, did you say?
MR. BRECHT: Yes.
MR. STRIPLING: Written in 1930?
MR. BRECHT: Yes, yes. Oh, yes, that fight started in 1923.33 

Stripling's style of questioning was similar throughout. After asking for an 

answer to something, he would usually interrupt Brecht in the middle of a 

response to avoid a satisfactory answer, or in an effort to catch him in a lie. After 

Brecht unintentionally highlighted Stripling's lack of knowledge regarding 

history, the investigator finally decided to question Brecht on the content of the 

play. After reading aloud excepts from the plays concerning the teachings of 

Lenin and the ABCs of Communism, Stripling returns to questioning:

MR. STRIPLING: Now, Mr. Brecht, will you tell the committee whether or 
not one of the characters in this play was murdered by his 
comrade because it was in the best interest of the 
Communist Party, is that true?

MR. BRECHT: No, it is not quite according to the story.

33 Ibid., p. 211.
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MR. STRIPLING: Because he would not bow to discipline he was 
murdered by his comrades, isn't that true?

MR. BRECHT: No, it is not really in it. You will find, when you read it 
carefully, like in the old Japanese play where other ideas 
were at stake, this young man who died was convinced that 
he had done damage to the mission he believed in and he 
agreed to that and he was about ready to die, in order not to 
make greater such damage. So he asks his comrades to help 
him, and all of them together help him to die. He jumps into 
an abyss and they lead him tenderly to that abyss. And that 
is the story.

MR. CHAIRMAN: I gather from your remarks, from your answer, that he 
was just killed, he was not murdered?

MR. BRECHT: He wanted to die.
MR. CHAIRMAN: So they kill him?
MR. BRECHT: No, they did not kill him—not in this story. He killed

himself. They supported him, but of course they had told 
him it were better when he disappeared, for him and them 
and the cause he also believed in.

MR. STRIPLING: Mr. Brecht, could you tell the Committee how many 
times you have been to Moscow?34

. After the Chairman stepped in and led Brecht to his point, which in turn made 

Stripling realize his own points had been exhausted, focus needed to be shifted. 

This time to Brecht's visits to Moscow and his associations with anyone who 

could be labeled a Communist, much like the HU AC did with Flanagan in 

during her hearing. Stripling's intent in highlighting the outcome of the play 

was, of course, to label Brecht as an advocate not merely just for Communism,

34 Ibid., p. 212.
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but as a revolutionary who believes in the murdering of individuals that don't

serve his ideals. If Stripling couldn't use the Communist themes of the play to

identify un-American activities because it was used in the fight against Hitler, he

perhaps could have called the support for execution un-American. In another

ironic twist similar to the Communist party claiming that The Measures Taken was

wrong in depicting the murder of a comrade, the HUAC, in an effort to rid itself

of those it found subversive, labelled citizens "red" and therefore led them into a

similar abyss that Brecht describes. In "We Nineteen" Brecht doesn't allude

directly to this, but in describing the committee's actions against those in the film

industry, he wrote:

For such [Communist] membership no prison term or fine had been fixed; 
the Party was not illegal at the time. However, there were punishments in 
that country which appear much more harmless but aren't. The State does 
not put in an appearance but the execution does take place. One could call 
it Cold Execution—a certain form of peace is called Cold War there. This 
Cold Execution is carried out by the industry: the delinquent is not 
deprived of his life, only of means of life. He does not appear in the 
obituary column, only on the blacklists. Whoever has witnessed the 
horrors of poverty and humiliation which, in the land of the dollar, fall 
upon the man without a dollar, will not prefer the punishment of 
unemployment to any punishment that the State could inflict.33

35 Ibid., p. 224.
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In other words, the HUAC was leading its citizens into the abyss of 

unemployment, of poverty, in the name of democracy. But unlike the Young 

Comrade of The Measures Taken, it was against their will. Similarly, the committee 

helped lead thousands of its citizens into the same abyss after it led the hearings 

against the Federal Theatre Project. Unlike the Hollywood Ten, the FTP, and the 

others who suffered consequences due to the committee, Brecht was able to 

escape further persecution thanks to his own brilliance, and with the help of a 

bad habit. "They weren't as bad as the Nazis, the Nazis would never have let me 

smoke. In Washington, they let me have a cigar, and I used it to manufacture 

pauses with between their questions and my answers."36

Brecht had fled Germany to escape persecution by Hitler. He continued to 

flee for years until finally landing in America, a seemingly safe place. But three 

years after the end of the war and the end of the Third Reich, Brecht once again 

departed a country in order to escape persecution. In 1948 the Soviet controlled 

portion of East Germany offered Brecht his own theatre, prompting him to return 

to Berlin in hopes that he could create and experiment. Chapter IV will discuss

36 Bertolt Brecht, Bertolt Brecht before the Committee on Un-American Activities: And 
Historical Encounter, Presented by Eric Bentley, CD (Germany; United States; Folkway 
Records, 2004), Smithsonian Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage. Liner notes, p. 10.
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how Brecht dealt with the censorship enforced by the Soviet bloc of Germany, 

and the censorship of Meyerhold and Flanagan by their respective governing 

bodies. The section will suggest how each artist, in an attempt to create a theatre 

for masses of people, had to sacrifice either artistry or activism to survive— thus 

leaving the creation of such a theatre unfinished.
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IV. When Authority Intervenes:
The Fate of Art Deemed Subversive

I. The Downfall of 1939

By the year 1936, the Communist Party was coming down even harder on 

Meyerhold for his inability to produce work that would fulfill its requirements 

for Soviet Realism. Charges were made that his was the only theatre in all of 

Russia without a Soviet play in its repertoire.1 In response to this claim, 

Meyerhold made public that he was planning a revival of The Bedbug, but would 

be presenting it under Mayakovsky's original subtitle, A Fantastic Comedy. Plans 

fell through in the middle of rehearsals and the production was abandoned, a 

fate shared by many of his proposed projects of this time. Work began on an 

adaptation of Nikolai Ostrovsky's novel, How the Steel was Tempered, but was 

eventually delayed due to the need for revisions and the play pushed to another 

season. Attempts were also made to produce Pushkin's Boris Godunov and Lydia 

Seifullina's Natasha, but those too failed to make it to the stage.2 Meyerhold had 

reached a point where he would prove his opponents right if he wasn't able to 

produce a work of Soviet relevance, or at least relevant in the Party's eyes. 

Ostrovsky’s novel was approached once more to mark the twentieth anniversary 

of the October Revolution. Ostrovsky, "half-blind and crippled by wounds and

1 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 286.

2 Ibid.
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illnesses incurred in the Civil War and the Service of the Party/'3 produced a

novel centered around a Ukrainian boy whose story closely followed that of the

author. The book was highly praised and held in high regards by Soviet readers,

and Meyerhold not only sought, but desperately needed the same kind of success

with his production which he retitled, One Life. Based on Yevgeny Gabrilovich's

account of the play, it would seem as though Meyerhold could finally quell the

Party’s criticism over his lack of a Soviet production. Gabrilovich writes:

It was truly the birth of a new revolutionary production, far removed from 
the earlier eccentricism, yet still with echoes of it in its depths. It was 
harsh, turbulent, romantic, violent—no other production of Nikolai 
Ostrovsky, either on the stage or on the screen, has approached it in my 
experience. I vividly recall the episode when Pavka Korchagin was urging 
his comrades to resume work on the new railway line. They were all dog- 
tired, hungry, discouraged and bad tempered; nobody wanted to go out 
onto the site in the rain and cold. Then, after exhausting his vocabulary 
with descriptions of the international situation, jokes, and exhortations, 
Pavka slowly and tentatively began to dance. He danced all alone in the 
dim light of the damp barrack room, whilst his comrades on their bunks 
looked first with amusement then with growing amazement. He danced 
on and on, faster and faster, livelier and livelier, spinning and knee- 
bending, with no music, not even his own voice to accompany him. And 
then someone began to beat time with his hand on his bunk; then another, 
and then a third joining in the accompaniment. Another jumped down 
onto the floor and began to dance alongside Pavka. Others joined them, 
and the noise of the accompaniment grew louder and louder, with some of 
the lads now banging with their fists. And now it wasn't only Pavka 
dancing, but ten, fifteen, twenty others as well. Then slowly at first, but 
gradually more quickly and more violently, the beams of the spotlights

3 Ibid.
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began to move about the stage, as though they too were dancing. And 
now everything seemed to join in—the men, the lights, the drums, even 
the walls of the barrack room. Still there was no music—just the 
rhythmical sound of hands, fists, and drums. Then suddenly amidst this 
whirlwind and thunder, you heard from somewhere, very softly, as 
though in the very depths, in the heart of the hut, an old revolutionary 
song. It swelled and strengthened, and now the dancing and the banging 
fell silent. The men, hot and sweating from dancing, in their tom clothes 
and the remnants of boots, joining in this marvelous song, made up by 
their brothers and fathers in prison and exile. Then still singing, in the 
now motionless beams of the spotlights, they went out into the rain and 
the cold to work.4

This scene should describe quite well the sense that the piece as a whole was 

meant to instill. Meyerhold's new piece of Soviet theatre represented the banding 

together of comrades, joining together in movement and rhythm to show signs of 

strength in overcoming the struggles of the new proletarian class. Meyerhold was 

no longer criticizing bureaucrats, nor was he stylizing the classics or producing a 

play centered around corruption or the depiction of petty bourgeoisie concerns. 

He had finally been successful in creating a production that fulfilled the elements 

called upon for a work of Socialist Realism. The work was viewed by members of 

the Glavrepertkom (the current name of the committee that oversaw and 

controlled the Soviet theatre) and was met with mostly positive responses. Two 

weeks later, however, there was a second viewing which included Platon

4 Ibid., p. 287.
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Kerzhentsev, the President of the Committee for Artistic Affairs. This time

around, those who had previously expressed approval, along with Kerzhentsev,

now only had extremely negative criticism for the production. In the primary

communist newspaper of Russia, Pravda, Kerzhentsev, who at this time was

Chairman of the State Committee on the Arts, signed an article dated December

17, 1937, entitled "An Alien Theatre.":

On the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the Great Socialist 
Revolution only one out of the seven-hundred Soviet professional 
theaters was without a special production to commemorate the October 
Revolution and without a Soviet repertoire. That theatre was Meyerhold's 
theatre...

Almost his entire theatrical career before the October Revolution 
amounted to a struggle against the realistic theatre on behalf of the 
stylized, mystical, formalist theatre of the aesthetes, that is, the theatre 
that shunned real life... [In its production of Verhaeren's The Dawn] his 
theatre has made a hero out of a Menshevik traitor to the working class... 
The Government Inspector was treated not in the style of the realistic 
theatre, but in the spirit of the White emigre Merezhkovsky's book, Gogol 
and the Devil.

It has become absolutely clear that Meyerhold cannot and, 
apparently, will not comprehend Soviet reality or depict the problems that 
concern every Soviet citizen..."

For several years [he] stubbornly tried to stage the play, I Want a 
Child, by the enemy of the people, Tretyakov, which was a hostile slur on 
the Soviet family..."

Systematic deviation from Soviet reality, political distortion of that 
reality, and hostile slanders against our way of life have brought the 
theatre to total ideological and artistic ruin, to shameful bankruptcy.
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—  Do Soviet art and the Soviet public really need such a theatre?5 

Not all of Kerzhentsev's attacks were unfounded, but he neglects that these are 

criticisms of his own that were negated not only by the popular success of the 

pieces among the people, but that there was also positive criticism surrounding 

them as well. What should be considered most powerful in his article is that the 

statement completely disregards Meyerhold's achievement with One Life. The 

article not only fails to mention the play altogether, but plainly states that 

Meyerhold didn't have any production to commemorate the Revolution's 

anniversary. This statement was a blatant lie. Considering the failure to discuss 

the production, the harsh criticism within it, and the complete lack of 

acknowledgement of Meyerhold's contributions to the theatre over his decades 

long career, it should become noticeable that the regime, led by Kerzhentsev as 

overseer of the arts, had clear intent to remove Meyerhold from the public 

sphere.

Shortly after the article's publication, Meyerhold had to engage in a three 

day debate to defend his theatre and refute the accusations from Kerzhentsev in 

the Pravda article, as well as those made against him by members of his company.

5 Ibid., p. 288.
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The transcript is unavailable in English, but Edward Braun gives an excellent 

description of the ominous event:

In his opening speech Meyerhold acknowledged his personal 
responsibility for the company's mistakes: in particular, their failure to 
work with such dramatists as Vishnevsky; their failure to seek the advice 
of Civil War veterans when working on One Life; their failure to establish 
contact with the young working-class audience; and their over-reliance 
on old successes in the repertoire. However, this fell far short of what was 
expected of him, and in the ensuing debate speaking after speaker, a 
number of them his own actors, condemned his neglect of the repertoire, 
his egocentrism, his preferment of Raikh, his lack of forward planning, 
his hasty work on One Life. Alone amongst his accusers, the stage 
carpenter Kanyshkin pleaded that he be given the chance to prove 
himself anew in his new theatre.

Meyerhold's reply took up the entire final session, and the 
transcript runs to over thirty pages. At times bitingly sarcastic, at times 
robust in self-defense, he failed yet again to commit the act of total 
contrition that was customary in those frightening times. He conceded 
that the company's work had begun to weaken from 1933 onwards and 
that they ought not to have neglected 'average' Soviet writers; he 
conceded that the preparation of One Life had been over-hurried; he made 
the standard denunciation of the 'Judas Trotsky". However, with the 
exception of 33 Swoons he contested the charge of formalism, arguing that 
even in such productions as The Magnanimous Cuckold and Tarelkin's Death 
the approach to character had been profoundly realistic. He defended his 
right to experiment, though conceding that such work might be better 
conducted in laboratory conditions before audiences of specialists. He 
was, he said, experimental by nature: 'This is not so much my fault as my 
misfortune'. He argued that his love for Raikh as an artist was 
uninfluenced by his love for her as a person. He declared himself ready to 
engage in a searching examination of his entire working method and of 
'everything concerning my world view', in the hope that he would 'still 
prove useful in the country of the Soviets in two or three years time'. 
Following the debate a resolution was drawn up endorsing every point in
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the Pravda denunciation. Whether the company ever voted on it is 
unclear, but in any case the outcome was a foregone conclusion: few 
would have risked siding with the valiant Kanyshkin.6

Although the setting for the previous scene was a debate among various people,

Meyerhold was, in fact, on trial. The debate was not much different from the

hearings of the HU AC. Brecht, who had defended himself well, was able to

escape an unpleasant outcome by leaving the United States directly after his

hearing in 1947, but it was already made up in Stripling's mind that the

playwright was a Communist and subversive to the 'democratic' government.

Flanagan will be called before the HU AC in 1938 to testify on behalf of the

Federal Theatre Project, but it was also very obvious in that scenario that the

members of the HUAC had also made up their minds to conclude the project was

overrun with communists. In Meyerhold's case as well, as Braun suggests, it is

unlikely that anyone other than Kanyshkin would have risked siding with

Meyerhold when the Party's mind was made up about him. Two weeks after the

debate's resolution, on January 7,1938, the State Meyerhold Theatre was

liquidated by the Party and a ballet company took over the site.7

6 Ibid., p. 290.

7 Ibid.
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Shortly after the closure, Meyerhold was contacted by his former mentor

and artistic director of the Moscow Art Theatre, Constantin Stanislavski, to work

as artistic director of his Opera Theatre.8 Although this came as a surprise to

many of their contemporaries, Stanislavski and Meyerhold continued to share a

great mutual respect for each other despite the thirty years since they had last

worked together. Shortly before his death, Stanislavski said to Yury Bakhrushin,

deputy of the Opera Theatre, "Take care of Meyerhold; he is me sole heir in the

theatre—both here and elsewhere."9 The styles of their work may have been

greatly divided, but it is clear that Stanislavki recognized the brilliance, talent,

and importance of Meyerhold to not only the Russian theatre, but world theatre

as well. Before his health deteriorated significantly, Stanislavski outlines his plans

for this collaboration in his Notebooks:

Hand the annex over to Meyerhold once we have merged our two 
companies... I will create a company for him. He will create a company of 
biomechanics and I'll work as a director... A common management for 
both theatres. Nemirovich-Danchenko, Meyerhold, and I will have artistic 
control, the administration—Arkadier and Radomyslensky and Torsky.10

8 Edward Braun, "Vsevolod Meyerhold: The Final Act," in Enemies of the People: The 
Destruction of Soviet Literary, Theater, and Film Arts in the 1930s, ed. Katherine Bliss Eaton, 
Studies in Russian Literature and Theory (Evanston, 111: Northwestern University Press, 
2002), 145-62, p. 147

9 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 292.

10 Inna Solovyova, "The Theatre and Socialist Realism, 1929-1953," in A History of Russian 
Theatre, ed. Robert Leach and Victor Borovsky (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 325-57, p. 337
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On August 7,1938, Stanislavski passed away, leaving the direction of his current

production, Rigoletto, in Meyerhold's hands. Shortly after, the Pushkin Theatre in

Leningrad showed eager support to have Meyerhold permanently join their 

company. The stage was being set, thanks to Stanislavski and those who still 

championed him, to possibly rehabilitate Meyerhold in the theatre.

Making the way for this rehabilitation was Party policy changing in favor

of the artists. These changes were largely pronounced by the Secretary of the 

Union of Soviet Writers, Alexander Fadeev. The end of the constant fight against 

Formalism in the arts was marked in April of 1939 when in Pravda, Fadeev 

"called for greater trust to be placed in the arts; what is more, he sharply 

criticized the Committee for Artistic Affairs for seeking to remodel all theatre 

companies in the image of the Moscow Art Theatre, and advocated the renewed 

proliferation of theatrical forms."11 While this change created great optimism 

among artists in Russia, it may have come too late to alter the course that was set 

for Meyerhold.

1938 showed promise of being a year of rebirth for Meyerhold and his 

theatre work. The intended collaboration of the two great directors in the Soviet

11 Braun, "Vsevolod Meyerhold: The Final Act," p. 147.
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theatre may have led to further experimentation in form, and with guaranteed 

financial support from the State for the Moscow Art Theatre, it can only be 

imagined what Meyerhold would be able to create. But on the other side of the 

world, experimentation and work on such a large scale was bringing the Federal 

Theatre Project under heavy fire. It was in July of that year when Flanagan first 

read allegations that Communists were flooding the Federal Theatre and that 

joining the Workers' Alliance, a communist organization, was a requirement.12 In 

the same month, Congressman J. Parnell Thomas, who would be chairman of the 

committee when Brecht is called to testify in 1947, made a statement that called 

the Writers' Project and Theatre Project hotbeds of Communism which were 

crawling with radicals from top to bottom.13 He states, "Practically every play 

presented under the auspices of the Project is sheer propaganda for Communism 

or the New Deal."14 In her book surrounding the history of the Federal Theatre 

Project, Susan Quinn chronicles much of the testimony from the unqualified 

witnesses that HU AC was hearing. The first was Hazel Huffman, who worked in 

the mailroom starting in 1936. Huffman stated that Flanagan had made clear that

12 Flanagan, Arena, p. 335.

13 Bentley, Thirty Years of Treason, p. 3.

14 Ibid.
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she wanted to do "plays of social significance" which was just another name for 

"Communist Propaganda plays."15 She also went on to say that she couldn't be 

sure whether or not Flanagan was a Communist only because she hadn’t seen her 

membership card; it was clear enough to the committee that Huffman was 

labeling her a full-fledged party member.16 Her testimony first stirred 

controversy concerning the forced membership to the Workers' Alliance.

As Flanagan heard that more of these witnesses were being called by 

HU AC and the slander against the Project continually increased in newspapers 

across the country, it became clear that the committee was more than a minor 

annoyance. As Kerzhentsev did with his article condemning Meyerhold and his 

'formalist' theatre in Pravda, the accusations being made by Congressman 

Thomas and others were planting unnecessary seeds of fear and concern in 

citizens who had been convinced of the dangers of Communism.

Not being able to sit idly anymore, on August 5,1938, Flanagan wrote to 

Congressman Dies for the first time, asking to sit before the Committee and give

15 Quinn, Furious Improvisation, p. 245.

16 Ibid.
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testimony. This request, as well as multiple others from her and other qualified

members of the Project, went unanswered. In her book. Arena, Flanagan writes:

I have often been asked why [the Project] did not demand to attend the 
hearings of the Committee, insist that project officials or professional 
theatre people be called, see that the project record of the witnesses be 
examined by the Committee; and above all why [the FTP] did not bring 
libel suits against some of these Congressmen.17

Her answer is one that draws a very close parallel with the Soviet government

and its people:

The answer is that citizens are not able to insist on the same measure of 
due process of law in Congress that they receive in the courts. A 
congressional committee may hold its hearings in public or private as it 
sees fit, may or may not hear witnesses as it pleases, may cite for 
contempt witnesses who do not respond to its subpoena but on the other 
hand may not be compelled to hear people who demand to testify. At the 
bar of a trial court an accusing person may demand through his lawyer 
that accusing witnesses be cross-examined, that evidence be relevant and 
legally probative; the accused has that advice of counsel and may 
summon expert witnesses for the appraisal of technical points. These are 
rights granted at the bar of our courts; but congressional committees 
operate as quasi-judicial bodies which are a law unto themselves; and a 
Congressman is immune from libel suits for statements he makes while 
engaged in the conduct of his official duties.18

In both Russia and the United States, those who are in positions of power are not

held to the same standards as the rest of society, a topic that Mayakovsky and

17 Flanagan, Arena, p. 337.

18 Ibid.
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Meyerhold address in The Bathhouse. But how far will authorities go in order to 

rid themselves of these artists? As the Federal Theatre Project fell under heavier 

scrutiny in 1938 and 1939, Vsevolod Meyerhold's seemingly good luck in 

returning to the theatre was running out.

After a hiatus from public debates, Meyerhold returned to the podium in

May of 1939 as a speaker to the Union of Soviet Writers. In a speech given just a

few weeks earlier, Fadeev expressed admiration for Meyerhold, stating;

Meyerhold is an outstanding artist who continues to work in the Soviet 
theatre. His work must not be covered up. We need to have a clear 
attitude toward what he is doing and what he has done in the past, 
openly criticizing what is incorrect and false but acknowledging what is 
forward-looking and capable of enriching Soviet theatre.19

This bold statement came at a time when Meyerhold needed it most. Although

still popular among the people, Meyerhold's name and his art needed defending

to those critics still weary of his formalist roots, and Fadeev's position carried

influence that had the potential to continue his road to recovery. Meyerhold's

speech, on the other hand, wasn't indicative of his career needing any help.

When he took the stage, he was full of self-assurance as the criticisms of the state

flowed. From discussing "the stifling effect of the State Repertoire Committee on

19 Braun, " Vsevolod Meyerhold: The Final Act," p. 148.
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new writing/' to "freeing] actors from the drudgery of 'rummaging around in 

narrow, everyday subject-matter.'"20 This speech was unrestrained and highly 

dangerous to himself at the time that Stalin's Great Purge was still looming 

overhead. This confidence and unabashed criticism was characteristic of 

Meyerhold before his theatre was shut down. It may have been Fadeev's support, 

or possibly just his pride in his work that made Meyerhold so audacious in his 

speech, but now it was boldly brave to take the chance of angering the 

authorities and bureaucrats, as he had at the height of his career, when he was 

already in a position of weakness.

Just a month after his appearance and speech, on June 20,1939, at his flat 

in Leningrad, two NKVD officers arrived with a warrant for Meyerhold's arrest. 

The order was signed in blue, signifying that the prisoner would be put to 

death.21 The preliminary charges that led to his arrest came from confessions of 

current prisoners, extracted by NKVD officers, that named Meyerhold as a 

foreign agent working against the Soviet party. Yoshimasu Yoshido, a Japanese 

prisoner, was forced to implicate Meyerhold's involvement in an assassination

20 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 294.

21 Ibid., p. 298.
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attempt on Stalin, as well as other crimes against the state. Yoshido retracted his 

confession during his own trial, yet the charges were never retracted from 

Meyerhold's record.22 The Russian regime, much like the Dies Committee, heard 

what it wanted, what it needed, and clung to that testimony as though it was the 

only possible truth.

In the case of the FTP, the equivalent of NKVD officers were Martin Dies, 

Arthur D. Healey, John J. Dempsey, Joe Starnes, Harold Mosier, Noah M. Mason, 

and J. Parnell Thomas.23 These members of the House Un-American Activities 

Committee in 1938, set out to do a job that would later be completed by the 

House Appropriations Committee in 1939, only ten days after the arrest of 

Meyerhold. On December 6, 1938, Flanagan finally had her chance to sit before 

the Committee to defend the Project against the allegations brought against it. 

Recounting her experience, Flanagan states, "I wanted to talk about Federal 

Theatre, but the Committee apparently did not."24 After questions of her 

appointment as Director of the Project, she began trying to describe the social 

values of putting thousands of unemployed people of the industry back to work

22 Braun, "Vsevolod Meyerhold: The Final Act/' p. 152.

23 Bentley, Thirty Years of Treason, p. 5.

24 Flanagan, Arena, p. 340.
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on the relief rolls, and redirecting the committee's attention back to the Project,

but as she writes in Arena:

The Committee was not interested in any discussion of the project. Wasn't 
it true I taught at Vassar? Yes. Wrote a book about it? Yes. Praised the 
Russian theatre? In 19261 had been appointed as a fellow of the 
Guggenheim Foundation to study theatre in twelve European countries 
over a period of fourteen months; Russia was one of the countries in 
which I carried on such observations. What was it I found so exciting in 
Russian theatre? It was at that time an interesting theatre about which 
little was known. It was my job at that time to study it. That, I pointed 
out, was twelve years ago. It was part of the background of my profession 
— the American theatre. The Committee was giving more time to the 
discussion of the Russian theatre than Federal Theatre had in the four 
years of its existence.25

The intent of the Committee was clear. They had no intention of letting Flanagan 

combat the accusations of Communist activity within the Federal Theatre.

Instead, the desire to label Flanagan as a 'foreign agent' through her academic

past became incredibly apparent:

Mr. Starnes was curious about my visits to Russia. Had I gone there in 
1931 as well as in 1926? Yes, for three weeks. Was I a delegate to 
anything? No, I had gone, as had many American theatre producers, to 
see the Russian theatre festival. Did I meet at the festival there any of the 
people later employed in the Federal Theatre? Certainly not. Hadn't I 
written plays in Russian and produced them in Russia? I had not (I

25 Ibid., p. 341.
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remembered my struggles to learn to order a meal or buy galoshes in
Russian).26

The witch hunt was on. The hearing transcript shows that much of the exchange 

between Flanagan and the Committee continued in the same manner. After a 

play would finally be addressed, the questioning would directly turn back to 

Hallie, rather than the project. An example of this can be seen in an excerpt when 

Harold Mosier asks Flanagan if she has produced any plays that are "anti- 

religious in character."

MR. STARNES: Have you produced any plays, Mrs. Flanagan, that are 
anti-religious in character?"

MRS. FLANAGAN: We certainly have not. on the contrary, we have 
produced—I think I am safe in saying—more plays religious in 
character than any other theatre or organization. For example, 
gentleman, last Christmas time, in every city in which we had 
projects, we did old religious scenes on the steps of libraries, on 
street corners, in trailer camps, and churches."

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any other questions?"
MR. STARNES: The statement has been made in the testimony that you 

are in sympathy with Communist doctrines."
MRS. FLANAGAN: Congressman Starnes, I am an American, and I 

believe in American democracy. I believe the Works Progress 
Administration is one great bulwark of that democracy. I believe 
the Federal Theatre, which is one small part of that large pattern, is 
honestly trying in every possible way to interpret the best interests 
of the people of this democracy. I am not in sympathy with any 
other form of government in this country."

26 Ibid.
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MR. STARNES: That is your statement. You are absolutely not in
sympathy with any other form of government in this country.27

This statement should have laid the question to rest, yet the same implications

continue throughout the hearing. After only a few hours of testimony, at a

quarter past one, Congressman Dies adjourns for lunch. Flanagan asks if the

break concludes her testimony, to which she is told that it will be considered after

lunch. She requests to make a final statement, and is once again told that it

would be considered after lunch. "We never saw about it after lunch."28

As the hearing broke up I thought suddenly of how much it all looked 
like a badly staged courtroom scene; it wasn't imposing enough for a 
congressional hearing on which the future of several thousand human 
beings depended. For any case on which the life and reputation of a 
single human being depended, even that of an accused murderer, we had 
an American system which demanded a judge trained in law, a defense 
lawyer, a carefully chosen jury, and above all the necessity of hearing all 
the evidence on both sides of the case.29

Flanagan draws the conclusion herself—this treatment of the case by the House

Un-American Activities Committee was, in fact, completely un-American when

compared with the American justice system:

27 Bentley, Thirty Years of Treason, p. 31.

28 Flanagan, Arena, p. 345.

29 Ibid.
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Yet here was a Committee which for months had been actually trying a 
case against Federal Theatre, trying it behind closed doors, and giving 
one side only to the press. Out of a project employing thousands of 
people from coast to coast, the Committee had chosen arbitrarily to hear 
ten witnesses, all from New York City, and had refused arbitrarily to hear 
literally hundreds of others, on and off the project, who had asked to 
testify.30

What did the NKVD and the HU AC have in common? Unfaltering 

determination to remove these artists and their organizations from the public 

sphere, as will be seen on closer examination of the Russian records in 

Meyerhold's case. Both Meyerhold and Hanagan were targets in 1939 because of 

their creation of work that not only reached mass audiences, but because of the 

work's power to influence and educate people. Meyerhold's work differed from 

the Living Newspapers as it wasn't necessarily made to educate, but his 

experiments led to work that could stir the thoughts of his audience and he used 

that to criticize the elements of society that he saw as foul. Meyerhold had 

unprecedented success in Russia and his reach and influence in the arts spread 

across the country, despite his detractors. The influence and popularity he held 

was realized to be dangerous when his theatre wasn't producing work that 

conformed to restraints called for with Socialist Realism. In a sense, the label of

30 Ibid.
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"Socialist Realism" can be looked at as merely a mold to keep audiences 

entertained with plays surrounding their everyday lives, but to also keep them 

from thinking in any other way. For Flanagan and the Federal Theatre Project, it 

was the same— the Project would bring in a new audience of workers and those 

that couldn't previously afford the theatre, and a thinking audience of this size 

could become a critical audience, and therefore eventually a reactionary 

audience. But in the case of the United States, the FTP was easily targeted 

because of its national scope, but mostly due to it depending on appropriations 

from the WPA in order to survive. Although Flanagan nor any other employees 

on the Project met any physical violence as Meyerhold would, the closure of the 

Project would indirectly harm the thousands of Americans on relief rolls that 

depended on their income and would struggle to find other work. For 

Meyerhold, the harm was much more direct.

In many of the Soviet cases regarding prisoners and their interrogations, 

accurate records were often kept that detailed dates, persons involved, and 

written statements. But often times, unlike the American system of transcribing 

hearings, the forms of interrogation under Stalin's regime were left unclear and 

open to speculation. In Meyerhold's case there is no room for speculation
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because of a two-part appeal written to the Soviet Premier, Molotov, detailing the 

actions taken by the NKVD.31 The first stage of interrogation is what mostly 

mirrors the intentions that the HUAC had with Flanagan in order to portray her 

character as subversive. Although Flanagan was able to defend herself, the 

circumstances surrounding this psychological attack against Meyerhold made 

any defense much more improbable, if not impossible. In his letter to Molotov, he 

writes:

Immediately after my arrest... I was plunged into the deepest depression, 
obsessed by the thought 'It serves me right.' I began to convince myself 
that the government felt that the sins I had committed had received 
insufficient punishment (the closure of my theatre, the dissolution of my 
company, the sequestration of the new theatre planned by me and under 
construction on Mayakovsky Square), and that I should undergo further 
punishment, which was now being administered through the agency of 
the NKVD. Tt serves me right7,1 convinced myself, and that "I" split in 
two. The one began to search for the 'crimes' of the other, and when it 
failed to find them it began to make them up. In this process my 
interrogator proved to be a well-experienced assistant, so we 
set about inventing things together in close collaboration.32

Meyerhold began to confess to committed anti-Soviet crimes while under torture.

These "crimes" include the pursuit of subversive work in the theatre and

collaboration with known Trotskyists with the intention of compromising the

31 Braun, Meyerhold: A Revolution in Theatre, p. 300.

32 Ibid.
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Soviet regime.33 He refuted these confessions later, stating that they were

fabricated based on the extreme conditions he was placed in, but a single

confession, no matter the circumstances under which it was given, was enough

for the authorities. In a comparable way Congressman Thomas and the majority

of the Dies Committee were hoping that the focus on Flanagan's interests in

Russian theatre would lead to a similar outcome and would secure their ability to

label the Federal Theatre as a subversive organization. Although the HUAC did

eventually reach that conclusion, it was based on haphazard testimony and never

addressed any of the major concerns or points brought up by witnesses: type of

leadership, type of plays, type of audience. In the Dies Committee report filed on

January 3,1939, half a year of charges came down to two sentences:"

We are convinced that a rather large number of the employees on the 
Federal Theatre Project are either members of the Communist Party or are 
sympathetic with the Communist Party. It is also clear that certain 
employees felt under compulsion to join the Workers' Alliance in order to 
retain their jobs.34

The weak findings of the committee serve as further evidence that the HUAC 

had decided the Project's fate before hearings had started. Flanagan had made

33 Ibid.

34 Flanagan, Arena, p. 347.
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dear during the testimony that it was against Federal law to discriminate based

on political affiliation, as well as illegal to ask the question of a person's

affiliation. So when asked if she was aware of Communists on the Project, her

answer was a [mostly] honest one—No. So the question should be raised of how

the committee was able to determine its outcome, when there was no proof

whatsoever to support the claim. Both parties, the Soviets and the HU AC, had

reached the outcome they desired—based on poorly investigated and fabricated

information—they were able to silence these artists. The reason for this is likely

that they were scared of the power and influence these theatres had to help

awaken the passive minds of the masses—minds that had not been able to fill the

seats of the earlier bourgeois theatre.

The damage had been done. The ruling parties won. Yet in a final attempt

to save themselves, both Meyerhold and Flanagan made a last attempt to fight.

On Meyerhold's side, at his final trial on February 1,1940, he made his last

address to the court:

It is strange that a man of sixty-six should testify not to the truth but to 
what the investigation required. He lied about himself just because he 
was beaten with a rubber truncheon. It was then that he decided to lie 
and go to the stake. He is guilty of nothing, he was never a traitor to his 
country. He has a daughter who is a Communist, whom he has brought 
up himself. He believes that the court will understand him and decide
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that he is not guilty. He has made mistakes in the field of art, and for that 
he was deprived of his collective. He asks the court to consider that 
although he is sixty-six, he still has sufficient energy and is capable 
of eradicating the faults that he has admitted. Recently, he has written 
letters to Lavrentii Pavlovich [Beria], Vyacheslav Mikhailovich [Molotov], 
and the State Procurator. He believes in the truth and not in God, because 
he believes that the truth will prevail.35

In desperation to live, Meyerhold lied again. He had not made mistakes in his

art. The artist should be able to create the way he sees fit, and Meyerhold

challenged that notion throughout most of his career. It is unfortunate that an

artist of his caliber was left to create under such an oppressive political party. But

just as he had admitted to making mistakes in his art to appease the authorities,

he had done so in admitting to crimes that he did not commit. The court was not

moved by Meyerhold's statement. "Meyerhold-Raikh, Vsevolod Emilievich, is to

suffer the extreme form of criminal punishment by shooting, with confiscation of

property. The sentence is final and not subject to appeal."36 The following day

Meyerhold was shot and the goal of removing his voice from the public sphere

was achieved.

35 Braun, "Vsevolod Meyerhold: The Final Act," p. 159.

36 Ibid.
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In the United States, forces rallied to show support for the Federal Theatre 

and express its value to the theatre and society as a whole. Prominent theatre 

critics such as Burns Mantle, Sidney Whipple, Otis Ferguson, Paul Peters, and 

Arthur Pollock wrote, "We have had many occasions to praise productions of the 

Federal Theatre in New York, many of which have been distinguished 

contributions to the art of the theatre and others which have been creditable in 

many respects."37 In support of the project, or at least in an effort to prolong its 

dissolution, House Representative Mary Norton made a brave statement to the 

House:

I have heard employers of labor criticized on the floor of the House but I 
venture to say that the most cold-blooded employer would hesitate to 
discharge his employees with no notice whatsoever... I beg of you 
tonight, before you go to your comfortable homes, to think twice before, 
by your vote, you deprive 9,000 persons of their right to a home.38

But all of the support and rallying for the Federal Theatre wasn't enough to save

it. In a battle between the Senate and the House Appropriations Committee, the

House won out, and produced a section of the Appropriations bill that read,

"none of the funds made available by the joint resolution shall be available after

37 Flanagan, Arena, p. 354.

38 Ibid., p. 356.
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June 30, 1939, for the operation of any theatre Project."39 President Roosevelt

called the Act "discrimination of the worst type... The House conferees declined

to yield to the Senate and we have as a result an entering wedge of legislation

against a specific class in the community."40 After a final performance of their

popular children's play, Pinocchio, the company laid Pinocchio in a casket which

read "Born December 23, 1938; Killed by Act of Congress, June 30,1939. "41 The

fight was over, and the opponents of the Federal Theatre successfully silenced

these artists, just as the Soviets successfully silenced Meyerhold. The creation of a

theatre for the masses, a people's theatre on the largest scale the world has seen,

rose to incredible heights in its short 4 year life, and fell in a matter of months

due to ill-founded accusations of being a subversive institution. In his unread

statement to the same committee eight years later, Brecht writes:

Being called before the Un-American Activities Committee, however, I 
feel free for the first time to say a few words about American matters: 
looking back at my experiences as a playwright and a poet in the Europe 
of the last two decades, I wish to say that the great American people 
would lose much and risk much if they allowed anybody to restrict free 
competition of ideas in cultural fields, or to interfere with art which must

39 Jane De Hart Mathews, The Federal Theatre, 1935-1939: Plays, Relief, and Politics 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1967), p. 291

40 Ibid., p. 363.

41 Ibid., p. 365.
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be free in order to be art. We are living in a dangerous world. Our state of 
civilization is such that mankind already is capable of becoming 
enormously wealthy but, as a whole, is still poverty-ridden. Great wars 
have been suffered, greater ones are imminent, we are told. One of them 
might well wipe out mankind, as a whole. We might be the last 
generation of the species man on this earth.

The ideas about how to make use of the new capabilities of 
production have not been developed much since the days when the horse 
had to do what man could not do. Do you not think that, in such a 
predicament, every new idea should be examined carefully and freely? 
Art can make such ideas clearer and even nobler.42

The call for free expression is one that the HUAC had never, and would never

heed. Had they believed a word of Brecht's the committee would likely have not

been formed. But as Brecht leaves the United States and returns to the now Soviet

controlled East Berlin on the promise that he would be given his own State

sponsored theatre, he will find that even there he is not able to escape the control

that the government exercises over the free expression of ideas in art.

II. Brecht's Return to Berlin

Unlike Meyerhold and Flanagan, Brecht never came into conflict that

would have ended his work by unnatural means. He was able to write and direct

until his heart gave out in 1956. But after leaving the United States, he was faced

with the difficult decision of where to settle. Should he stay in Zurich,

42 Bentley, Thirty Years of Treason, p. 223.
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Switzerland, where Mother Courage and Her Children and Galileo successfully

premiered, and where he could remain an independent artist free to create and

experiment how he pleases? Or should he return to East Berlin, the home he had

fled fifteen years earlier, where he would have financial support from the

government, but likely also with opposition due to their controlling tendencies.

With the promise of control over his own theatre in the East orbit, the latter

would prove the most fitting option in Brecht's mind. The frequent movement of

his exile years prepared him for this new experience:

With a theatre at his disposal in East Berlin, an Austrian passport in his 
pocket, and the copyright of his plays in the hands of a West German 
publisher, Brecht could dedicate himself to the pursuit of his political and 
artistic aims, without risking the fate that had overtaken so many of his 
fellow-artists who had been denied the opportunity of striking a bargain 
like his: Mayakovsky, Meyerhold, Tairov, or Pasternak.43

The plays of major interest are two that were both produced in 1951— Die Mutter

and The Trial o f Lucullus—for the widespread criticism and controversy that both

stirred. But it should be noted in brief that the very first performance of Brecht's

work on his return in 1949, Mother Courage and Her Children, drew criticism for

the Courage's lack of action at the end of the play. Playwright Friedrich Wolf

43 Martin Esslin, Brecht: A Choice of Evils, Fourth (London: Methuen London Ltd., 1984), 
p. 138.
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asks, "How can we activate our people to overcome that fatalistic attitude 

towards a new war? I should have thought Courage even more effective if her 

words 'Cursed be war!' had found a visible expression in action, if she had 

drawn the consequences from her experience." Brecht, who instead of drawing 

the conclusion himself often depended on the audience's interpretation of the 

situation, replied: "'If Courage learns nothing—in my opinion the public can 

learn something by watching her."44 The question posed by Wolf was reminiscent 

of the expectations of Soviet artists of the 20s and 30s. Under Socialist Realism, 

the playwright was expected to not only represent reality as it could be, but it 

should help lead the audience to have an active political attitude rather than end 

in ambiguity. But the power of Mother Courage was recognized by the audience 

without such an obvious ending. One of the best known scenes in all of Brecht's 

production history, the silent scream, is described in George Steiner's Death o f 

Tragedy:

There comes a moment in Mother Courage when the soldiers carry in the 
dead body of Schweizerkas. They suspect that he is the son of Courage 
but are not quite certain. She must be forced to identify him. I saw Helene 
Weigel act the scene with the East Berlin ensemble, though acting is a 
paltry word for the marvel of her incarnation. As the body of her son was 
laid before her, she merely shook her head in mute denial. The soldiers

44 Esslin, Brecht, p. 159.
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compelled her to look again. Again she gave no sign of recognition, only a 
dead stare. As the body was carried off, Weigel looked the other way and 
tore her mouth wide open. The shape of the gesture was that of the 
screaming horse in Picasso's Guernica. The sound that came out was raw 
and terrible beyond any description I could give of it. But, in fact, there 
was no sound. Nothing. The sound was total silence. It was silence which 
screamed and screamed through the whole theatre so that the audience 
lowered its head as before a gust of wind. And that scream inside the 
silence seemed to me to be the same as Cassandra's when she divines the 
reek of blood in the house of Atreus. It was the same wild cry with which 
the tragic imagination first marked our sense of life.45

No sound was needed. Every member of a Berlin audience in 1949 was likely to

have lost someone from the war. Aside from Brecht7s own techniques in

construction that lead the audience to think, an ending as Wolf describes is in no

way more effective, and is almost redundant. Wolf's criticism is the kind that

leads ineffectiveness in drama, that which doesn't require the audience to go any

further than the character's own experience. The lack of an actual scream and of

a "cursed be war" exclamation is an example of what makes Brecht's theatre so

powerful—the audience thinks and feels.

As the Socialist Unity Party (SED, ruling party of the German Democratic 

Republic) continued to fight against Formalism and push for work that would 

fulfill the requirements of Socialist Realism, Brecht remounted Die Mutter in 1951.

45 John Fuegi, Bertolt Brecht: Chaos, According to Plan (Cambridge: University Press, 1987),
p. 126.
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With this production, Brecht had to not only struggle with toning down formal

elements which the party protested, but he also knew that the German public,

many made to fear Communism during the reign of the Third Reich, was likely

to object to its blatant political leanings. But, according to Martin Esslin, the

opposite occurred among the public, and it was the SED that disapproved. "This

was a magnificent production. Helene Weigel gave a great performance and

Caspar Neher had designed some highly effective sets. It looked like a great

success. But a few weeks after the first night the Central Committee of the party

launched a massive attack against it."46 One of the higher ranking members of

the committee, Oelssner, thoroughly denounced the work, yet also praised Brecht

at the same time.

Is this in fact realism? Are these typical figures shown in typical 
surroundings? . . .  In my opinion this is not theatre. It is a kind of mixture 
between Meyerhold and Proletkult. If a man as talented as Brecht could 
write a play that really hangs together, that is really composed, what a 
work of art we could get! Besides . . .  there are scenes that are historically 
wrong and politically harmful.47

Only eleven years since Meyerhold's execution, and with his name still

tarnished, the condition of being equated to the Russian director was less than

46 Esslin, Brecht, p. 159.

47 Ibid., p. 160.
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desirable (although it should have been considered an honor). But once again, 

party officials were stepping in to control art. What Brecht had been trying to 

escape since he first went into exile, and what he condemned to the HU AC as the 

restriction of "free competition of ideas in cultural fields," he was once again 

facing. Die Mutter was again accused of Formalism, while Hans Lauter, head of 

the Culture Department, claimed that the play disoriented people in the class 

struggle.48 In the public sphere, however, the production was the success that 

Esslin suggested. "Whenever there was no applause at the start of the play 

because people needed to find their way into it, then the 1 May scene... would 

unleash massive applause."49 That review points out the collective response of 

the audience, but a letter to Brecht refutes the charge of disorientation in the class 

struggle in a least one spectator: "I am a comrade from West Berlin and it so 

happened that I became rather tired recently of fighting against the malice of our 

class enemies and the stupidity of our class comrades. And yesterday I saw your 

Mother and took heart again."50 Once again, the criticisms from the bureaucrats 

and party officials who believed they knew best were either wrong, or just

48 Bradley, The Mother, p. 82.

49 Ibid.

50 Ibid., p. 83.
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wanted to exercise the power to control because they could. Brecht's response to 

the official criticism:

It is... one of the Ensemble's finest productions, the counterpart to Mother 
Courage, positive and Socialist. Several objections concerning details have 
been heeded: changes were made. Gorky himself read and authorized the 
play... At first glance the play may seem influenced by agitprop theatre, 
because of its musical elements, but in reality it follows the classic 
German method of construction.51

The artist defends his work before the authorities, just as Flanagan and 

Meyerhold did. But lucky for Brecht, he had already received the international 

recognition that would keep him from being castigated by the post-war SED and 

would allow him to continue producing work. His next play, however, caused 

the greatest conflict with authorities yet.

The Trial ofLucullus was originally written as a radio play in 1939 while 

Brecht was in exile, but it received its first staged production in East Berlin just a 

few months after Die Mutter in 1951. The play depicts the famous Roman army 

general shortly after his death, facing various shades that conduct a trial around 

what they consider crimes committed during his life. The play has an anti-war 

theme, much like Mother Courage, but also condemns military glory and 

conquest. Being in Soviet occupied territory, the East German Party had no desire

51 Ibid., p. 82.
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for the piece to be seen and wanted to cancel it. The story of the premiere is

fascinating and deserves to be shared fully rather than briefly summarized:

Because a great deal of money had already been spent on the production, 
a famous conductor, Hermann Scherchen, had been invited from the 
West, and the first performance of so important a work had been widely 
publicized, they decided to permit three performances before a strictly 
controlled, hand-picked audience of party stalwarts and members of the 
youth organization. 52

Meyerhold's One Life was set up similarly, sans the youth organization. This gave

the party the chance to view and approve of or condemn the work before the

public at large would have the chance to know of its existence. Had the

circumstances in the case of Lucullus been the same for One Life, Kerzhentsev

would have never been able to write his damning article in Pravda. Esslin

continues the story:

These young people, however, were not very interested in opera, and 
many of them sold their tickets to Brecht enthusiasts and intellectuals 
from East and West Berlin. As a result the plan misfired: instead of giving 
the new opera the planned cool reception which would have allowed the 
production to have been withdrawn as unsuccessful, the first-night 
audience received it with tremendous—and demonstrative—applause 
and cheers. The members of the East German Government, who had 
watched the performance with growing consternation, left in a huff and

52 Esslin, Brecht, p. 161.
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the two remaining performances that had already been billed were 
cancelled.53

The decision to censor the performance of the play confirms that the party feared 

the power of its critical capabilities. But in the official party publication, Neues 

Deutschland, the reasons given for their disapproval are veiled by the usual 

complaints against Formalism and political ideology. Claiming that the piece 

"does not correspond to reality," and going on to suggest that it is only 

representative of an anti-fascist writer influenced by the fight against Hitler's 

growing power, the party organ also goes as far as criticizing the composer for 

the lack of violins in the work—all the while ignoring what a success it was 

among the majority of the audience. One of multiple reviews regarding the music 

states:

There are no violins. This most noble of all instruments, which can 
produce the most beautiful tonal patterns, is missing. Instead there is a 
piano doctored with drawing-pins and nine different kinds of percussion 
instruments, among them drums, large and small, and metal sheets that 
are banged with stones.,.54

It seems at this point that the SED is reaching for criticisms against the work in

any way they possibly can. In an opera that is condemning the vices of war (the

53 Ibid.

54 Ibid., p. 162.
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title was changed to The Condemnation ofLucullus after revisions were demanded 

before further performance), why would there be an instrument that produces 

beautiful tonal patterns? If any sound was appropriate to the theme of the play, it 

would be the clashes and bangs that the critic said were present. War is anything 

but beautiful, and the audience of Lucullus was well aware of that fact. But East 

Germans, influenced by the Soviets, continued to insist that reality not be shown 

as it actually is, but rather as an idealist view of what it should be. In their view, 

that apparently means a pretty picture of the utter desolation resulting from war.

Another piece of criticism of Lucullus, this time of the revised version that

had only slight changes (a few passages omitted and changed, as well as the

change in title) points out the contradiction of the party's decision to censor the

performance in the first place. In October 1951, approximately seven months

after the first performance, Neues Deutschland wrote:

It must be stated that the new version represents a distinct improvement 
on the original shape of the work, as a number of weaknesses have been 
eliminated. Nevertheless it must not be overlooked that it still lacks the 
real dramatic tension that would compel the spectator to participate and 
take sides. This is due to the fact that the defeat and annihilation of the 
conqueror takes place not in living reality, not as part of the real struggle 
of the progressive forces of the nations against their bloodsuckers but, as
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it were, posthumously, in the kingdom of the dead... This brings the 
whole conception dangerously near to symbolism.55

If Lucullus lacked the 'real dramatic tension that would compel the spectator to

participate and take sides' the work would not have been condemned in the first

place. It was that exact tension and power over the audience that led the SED to

fear the performance. Mother Courage and Lucullus, with their anti-war and

pacifist themes, could prove dangerous when shown to the masses in an area

occupied by one of the greatest military powers on earth. The reaction that Brecht

had hoped for was confirmed as the audience broke into a massive ovation, but

the authorities recognized this as well and quashed the fervor before it could

spread. In regards to the possibility of symbolism, the opening performance of

the newly revised opera had an inscription in large letters that foresaw and

aimed to combat the critique of using shades in the afterlife: "the verdict of the

court of the dead differs in no way from that of posterity."56 Maybe the reviewer

for Neues Deutschland just missed that.

Attacks against Brecht7s work continued until his death on August 14,

1956, although none as severe as those against The Trial o f  Lucullus. The problem

55 Ibid., p. 163.

56 Ibid.
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is not of the criticism itself, but of the attacks and censorship of the work that was 

experienced by Flanagan and the Federal Theatre Project, and by Meyerhold. Just 

as their work began to develop into that which could serve society, that which 

fulfills the need of a People's Theatre, with its themes and issues that address 

masses of the time and advocates for positive social change, the work was 

diminished by attacks that were often fabricated by those in power. This 

oppression and control exercised over the arts by governing bodies was a 

reflection of society as a whole. Promoting democracy or communism, both 

claiming to better society, means nothing when you not only ignore your citizens, 

but also silence them. Allowing an institution to awaken the minds of the masses 

became increasingly dangerous to authorities that preferred to keep their citizens 

compliant, and therefore great effort was made to keep their ideas from reaching 

the stage, which would then reach the eyes, ears, and minds of the public. Thus, 

thanks to the experiments and developments made by Meyerhold, Flanagan, and 

Brecht, the People's Theatre rose to great heights in the early twentieth century, 

only to fall before it gained the momentum needed to change the world.
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Conclusion

In 2015, the need for a people's theatre is arguably more important than 

ever. With acts of 'terrorism' that are now feeding fear into citizens across the 

world, government propaganda resulting from these acts is turning people 

against one another in ways that are similar to those prior to World War II. 

Refugees from war-torn countries are facing the possibility of rejection from the 

United States based on the Right party's claim that terrorists can enter the 

country through the refugee process. One presidential candidate recently 

suggested that all Muslims, both refugees and visiting, be turned away. Although 

we're in a different time and one would hope that the world has progressed and 

learned from past mistakes, this rhetoric sounds awfully familiar to that which 

Hitler used to create a common enemy of Germany—the Jewish population. This 

candidate for the United States presidency is leading in the polls. It should be 

said, that I personally don't believe him to be a serious candidate. He is a 

Billionaire that has decided to shake up the system by exposing truths that much 

of the politicians on the right won't say aloud. For his brazen statements and 

absurd personality, he is entertaining in a way that Meyerhold's grotesque 

characters would have on the stage. His attitude, although claiming to be for the
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Right, is pushing people to consider, and reconsider, what the Grand Old Party 

(GOP) stands for. He is, even if his audience is unaware, performing Epic theatre. 

Whether or not I'm correct in assuming his intent, the reaction of a large 

percentage of the population that agrees with his ideas confirms that the country 

is in need of a different form of educative entertainment on a mass scale.

The prior example is only one that supports the need for a revival of the

people's theatre of the first half of the twentieth century. A declining

environment and shortage of natural resources, increasing poverty level and

wealth gap, health care, corporate money in politics—these are just a few other

issues have not been addressed in the theatre in a way that can create change. In

his summary of the New York experimental and avant-garde theatre, Tom Sellar,

write for The Village Voice, confirms this:

Even during a decade of deep social transformation and political 
upheaval, most American performance groups showed few signs of 
dissent or engagement. The emphasis remains firmly on cool eclecticism 
and irony, formalism and fragmentation—perhaps reflecting a downtown 
theatre culture dominated by (mostly white) MFA aesthetes....

Ultimately, there are degrees of "avant-garde": Not many artists 
today call for, say, burning down museums and libraries in the name of 
new technology, as the Italian Futurists did a hundred years ago. Nor do 
we hear many downtown voices calling for a new order, or even for an 
end a disastrous war—as theatermakers here did in the 1960s. In 21st- 
century New York, aspirations look milder and more careerist: 
Experimental stage artists want creative outlets and a responsive public.
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Understandably, they also seek good publicity and financial relief. But in 
the next era—now under way—there's an appetite and opportunity for 
enlarging the theatrical experience in New York.1

One of the keys here is his statement regarding good publicity and financial

relief. The suggestion is that to be 'radical' in theatre today, as had been done in

portions of the twentieth-century, both good publicity and financial support

would lack. Sadly, Sellar is right. When the Federal Theatre Project attempted to

create work that merely addressed human issues of those in the U.S., funding

was pulled and the project came to an end. Independent theatres are unable to

survive without money, so must activism be sacrificed in order to make any art at

all? I'd rather not offer a definitive answer, but the likelihood of the kind of

theatre discussed in this thesis ever existing without Federal funding is very low.

As another example, one of the leading avant-garde theatres, The Living Theatre,

was forced out of its performance space shortly before its co-founder, Judith

Malina, passed away. Malina, having studied under Erwin Piscator, had been at

the forefront of experimental political [liberal] theatre for decades. But even after

gaining international prominence for their work, they too suffered due to lack of

funding.

1 Sellar, "The City's Best (and Not so Best) Progressive Theater."
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Those with the money and power to support the arts very often don't 

want a powerful entity to expose and educate people on the underlying issues of 

society that could lead to the depletion of their power or money. And because 

this type of theatre isn't just stylistically created for the masses, but is also 

accessible to them in many cities and with low admission costs, a theatre for the 

masses seems to be fully dependent on the good grace of government subsidy. It 

can only be hoped that if national funding is once again allotted to start 

something similar to the Federal Theatre Project, that the sponsoring government 

won't in turn seek to control and censor it. But unfortunately, as history shows, 

another rise in people's theatre will likely lead to its hasty downfall.
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